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This icon will appear throughout the Program to let you know which
courses offer Online Training options. These Online Training options
may include live interactive webinars or eLearning modules that you
complete at your own pace. Some courses, like most equipment operator
training, include both a classroom component that may be available
Online, complemented by a practical component that will be delivered
in-person. All in-person training will comply with safety protocols.
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5 WAYS TO ADVANCE YOUR TRAINING GOALS

WAYS TO
YOUR TRAINING GOALS
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TRAINING
AORS

EXPERTISE

There are many training
options in the marketplace
and choosing a trainer is not
an easy decision. The training
that you or your staff receive
should have an immediate
impact on performance,
safety and quality of work.
It will also need to stand
up to possible litigation
and inspections
from regulators.

AORS takes the time to understand our training partners,
to verify their credentials, to review the courses provided
by each trainer, and to be a part of ongoing discussions
about course changes and improvements, while ensuring
your feedback is quickly addressed.
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REPUTATION
AORS stands behind its
training. The Association
brings the experience and
respect that comes with
60+ years in the industry.
Everyone who successfully
completes training
receives an official AORS
training certificate. AORS
also maintains a record
of your training for future
reference.

3

OVERSIGHT
AORS ensures consistent
quality by maintaining
an education committee
made up of members
from municipalities across
Ontario. This committee
provides oversight and
input on programs,
training partners, and
instructors.

WAYS TO
YOUR TRAINING GOALS

1

EXPERIENCE
AORS is committed to providing
training that is developed and
delivered by experienced, trained
professionals. Training partners
and instructors are true subject
matter experts, bringing a wealth
of experience and knowledge
about the industry while also
having the chops to ensure
programs are designed and
delivered professionally and
with you in mind. AORS ensures
these standards are maintained
by reviewing programs on a regular
basis, ensuring material remains
current, trends are addressed and
changes within the industry are
incorporated quickly.

60

+

TRAINING PROGRAMS
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FEEDBACK
AORS meets regularly with its
training partners and instructors
for quality assurance purposes,
and to address any suggestions
or concerns raised by individuals,
groups or members. We will ensure
your voice is heard and action
is taken to ensure the training
provided by AORS meets or
exceeds your expectations.

5

TRAINING MODEL
AORS has developed a recipe for success with a combination of
group classes and individual training to ensure economies of scale
and training targeted to each person’s experience and capabilities.
Wherever possible, AORS delivers training locally, helping keep
travel costs in check. By having instructors and training partners
who are able to deliver across the province, AORS ensures the
training content and quality is consistent province wide. At the
same time, our instructors are willing to work with each group to
tailor the training to make sure specific needs are addressed.

AORS also offers web-based training solutions for many of our
courses, giving you even more avenues to reach your training goals.

“

We have a very diverse Public Works
Department tending to roads, drinking
water, Municipal drainage, parks and
buildings...The training that we have
received has been thorough, pertinent,
and well received by our employees…
When completed, we receive a Certificate
of Training which is sanctioned by AORS
and garners great credence if ever required.
PAUL DALTON, CRS-S, PUBLIC WORKS
SUPERINTENDENT, DAWN-EUPHEMIA TOWNSHIP
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AORS PUBLIC
WORKS TRAINING
& CERTIFICATION
SOLUTIONS
“ Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at
twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays
young. The greatest thing in life is to keep your
mind young.”
~Henry Ford

T

hank you for your interest in the AORS 2022 Training and Professional
Development Program catalogue. Our courses are designed specifically
to help Municipalities and private sector companies address their public
works training and certification needs. Through the following variety of options/
formats we can accommodate diverse learning styles:

Options



Workshops

AORS partners with several companies,
associations and individuals to design
and deliver training for individual or
groups of employees. Through AORS
Public Works Learning Solutions
you can:



Refresher courses



One-on-One Coaching



Web-based learning



Select an existing AORS seminar
for delivery to your site (‘in-house’)



Select an existing AORS seminar
delivered within close proximity
to your site



Customize a learning experience
to address your specific needs



Select an online training opportunity

Advantages
AORS Public Works Learning Solutions
provides multiple advantages for one
or one hundred employees who have
the same learning need.

What is included in a
Public Works Learning
Solutions Program?


Customization—Most seminars can
be tailored to address your Municipal/
private sector specific training
objectives.



Administrative Coordination—
AORS staff contracts with the
instructors, supplies all course
materials, and provides attendance
and evaluation forms as well as

Formats


Seminar (Classroom only)



Seminar & Practical ( Blended
classroom & field)



Technical schools

- Gravel Road School
- Winter Maintenance School
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post-course certificates of completion.
AORS also provides back-up training
records and documentation.




Pre-training Conference Call—
AORS arranges a conference call
with the instructor and/or relevant
company representatives to ensure
that everyone understands the
training that is to be provided and the
desired learning outcomes. This is also
a great opportunity to discuss
customization.
Certificates of Completion &
Continuing Education Units (CEU)—
AORS awards Certificates of
Completion to all attendees and
Continuing Education Units for
specific courses. One CEU is granted
for every 10 learning contact hours.

Our highly regarded education, training
and professional development partners
include:


Ground Force Training Inc.



Greg Pfaff—Greg Pfaff Educational
Services Inc.



Dan Ferguson—D.C.F. & Associates
Compliance Inc.

5

REASONS TO

CHOOSE
AORS



Ontario Good Roads Association
(OGRA)



Ontario Chapter of the Solid Waste
Association of North America
(SWANA)



Ontario Association of Certified
Engineering Technicians and
Technologists (OACETT)



Ontario Water Wastewater
Certification Office (OWWCO)



Charanjit (C.J.) Singh Bawa—QCDMS
Consultants

AORS needs the continued support
of our 32 Local Associations to host
these training programs.

To host an AORS training
seminar contact:
Dennis O’Neil
Member Services Coordinator
Cell: (519) 405-0062
dennisoneil@aors.on.ca
OR
Michelle Poirier
Support Services Coordinator
Cell: (613) 583-4024
michellepoirier@aors.on.ca
www.aors.on.ca

AORS is Ontario’s ‘five star’ training,
professional development and
accreditation organization. That
means that our courses will always be:

H close-to-home
H relevant
H cost-effective
H timely and
H provided by a professional
public works organization.

That is AORS planning, legislative and constitutional mandate!
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THE CERTIFIED
ROAD SUPERVISOR
(CRS) PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
What is the
CRS public works
professional
development
program?
The CRS program is widely
recognized and highly successful.
Over 1700 designations have been
awarded to public works personnel
throughout Ontario.
AORS has the exclusive right
to use the CRS designation. Our
accreditation program is recognized
under Provincial Statute Law.
The CRS professional accreditation
validates your competency with
public works technologies and
relevant Provincial Legislation/
Regulations. The AORS Code
of Ethics validates your
professional principles.
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Who is eligible
for the CRS?
A combination of education,
experience, and continuing
professional development is required
to earn the credential.
If you are an employee within the
private/municipal sector hired to
supervise construction, rehabilitation
or maintenance of core civil public
works infrastructure, you are eligible
to apply for AORS CRS public works
professional development
accreditation.

+
1700
CERTIFIED
PROFESSIONALS
IN ONTARIO
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“

01

Receiving my CRS-S
designation is something
I am very proud of. All
the courses have been
invaluable and a great
foundation for my career.
I would highly recommend
these courses to any
public works staff. They
are great courses provided
by great people.”
–Scott Loos, CRS-S,
Superintendent of Public
Works, Town Of Laurentian Hills

The Public Works
Academy (PWA)
The PWA is an educational
institution created by AORS to
regulate, develop and promote the
Certified Road Supervisor (CRS)
public works professional
development program by:


Evaluating and approving
mandatory & elective training
courses;



Recommending standard
certification assessment
methods;



Recommending future
re-accreditation criteria;



Recommending appropriate
training partners and their
respective programs.
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STEPS
TO CERTIFICATION

1

GAIN HANDS-ON
EXPERIENCE IN THE PUBLIC
WORKS INDUSTRY
Working in all facets of the
Public Works field—including
supervisory responsibilities—
gives you valuable hands-on
experience which will strengthen
any certification plan. With
significant roads-related
supervisory experience of three
years or more you’re well on your
way to basic CRS certification.

2

3

4

DISPLAY YOUR CERTIFICATE
AND CODE OF ETHICS

5

PROGRESS TO THE NEXT
LEVEL OF CERTIFICATION

EXPAND YOUR EXPERIENCE
WITH TRAINING
Take advantage of AORS,
OGRA and other recognized
bodies training—some of which
is mandatory for Certification—
resources that are geared
to the way you learn best.
Knowledgeable and enthusiastic
instructors lead seminars that
will enhance your skills.

DECIDE WHICH
CERTIFICATION APPLIES
TO YOU: COMPLETE THE
APPLICATION
Take your career to the next
level by applying for one of the
most distinctive Certifications
in Ontario. AORS offers 4 levels
of Certification that covers the
spectrum of core skill areas within

INDEX

the Public Works industry.
You decide which level is
appropriate and we’ll help you
complete a comprehensive
application for review by the
Certification Board that meets
four times per year.
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The CRS Designation is a
professional accreditation.
You’ve earned your certificate
which validates your
competency, professionalism
and hard work. Abide by the
AORS Code of Ethics in all
facets of your career. It’s
your moral obligation.

As you accumulate additional
and more senior supervisory
experience, and complete
further course requirements
as a demonstration of your
commitment to continuous
learning, you can advance
to the Intermediate (CRS-I)
and Senior (CRS-S) levels of
the CRS certification.

2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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5

BENEFITS
OF CERTIFICATION

The CRS Professional Accreditation
provides many specific advantages
including:
1 Verification of your public
works expertise
2 Certificates and Code of Ethics
to identify your CRS status
3 Increased career opportunities
4 Invitations to conferences, training
sessions, and special events
5 Industry recognition of your
knowledge and proficiency

The CRS Certificate is a professional
accreditation that validates your competency
with public works technologies and solutions.
The AORS Code of Ethics validates your
public works principles.
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START

ASSOCIATE ROAD
SUPERVISOR


Successfully completed T.J. Mahony
Road School courses (Construction
and Maintenance) OR



Three (3) years of significant roads
related supervisory experience but
has not completed T.J. Mahony Road
School courses.

CRS

CERTIFIED ROAD
SUPERVISOR (CRS)


Successfully completed both
sections of T.J. Mahony Road School
(Construction and Maintenance) OR
successfully taken the challenge exam
through AORS; AND



Successfully completed the PWLDP
modules (minimum passing grade
70%): Local Government, Leadership
& Supervision, and Customer Service;
AND



A minimum of three (3) years
significant roads related supervisory
experience.

ACCREDITATION
WE’VE BUILT A SOLID
CAREER ROAD FOR YOU!
Certified Road Supervisors (CRS) are distinctive from other
public works personnel. They’ve demonstrated undeniable expertise
in the Public Works industry to co-workers, employers, and—
most importantly—to themselves.
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YOUR
CERTIFICATION
AORS

CERTIFIED ROAD
SUPERVISOR—
INTERMEDIATE (CRS-I)


Satisfied the CRS requirements; AND



Successfully completed two
mandatory C.S. Anderson Road School
Courses: Managing Human Resources
OR Effective Management AND



Successfully completed Municipal
Health and Safety; AND



Successfully completed one
approved specialized course of
your choice; AND



Successfully completed the PWLDP
modules (minimum passing grade 70%):
Financial Management and Talent
Management; AND



A minimum of five (5) years significant
roads related supervisory experience.

EXPERTISE

CERTIFIED ROAD
SUPERVISOR—
SENIOR (CRS-S)


Satisfied the CRS and CRS-I
requirements; AND



Successfully completed mandatory
course: Basic Report Writing and
Presentation Skills (C.S. Anderson
Road School); AND



Successfully completed the PWLDP
modules (minimum passing grade 70%):
Process Management, Continuous
Improvement and Communications;
AND



Successfully completed two other
approved Technical/Management
courses of your choice; AND



A minimum of seven (7) years significant
roads related supervisory experience.

“Acquiring my CRS-S has been a great
tool for my professional development.
The required courses and experience
have helped me in many ways. I would
recommend to anyone considering
getting the accreditation that they
work their way to CRS-S.”
Perry Kelly CRS-S, Manager of Public Works,
Town of Bancroft
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REASONS
TO HIRE AND DEVELOP

AORS CERTIFIED ROAD
SUPERVISORS (CRS)
Hiring job applicants with
CRS credentials assures
Municipalities and companies
that they’re employing qualified
professionals with proven
proficiency in Public Works
operations. It’s how you know
they know!

1

IMPROVE CUSTOMER
SERVICE DELIVERY
Certified Road Supervisors are more
self-sufficient and therefore more
productive in delivering key
Municipal services. More projects
are delivered on time and on budget.

YOUR
2 STANDARDIZE
STAFF ABILITIES

Certification is a dependable
benchmark for hiring, promoting
and developing top-quality technical
talent. The CRS accreditation
program is recognized under
Provincial Statute Law (1996).

EXCELLENT
3 GENERATE
RETURN ON TRAINING
EXPENDITURES
AORS training and Certification
programs ensure that good
decisions are made at all levels
of your organization.

A COMPETITIVE
4 GAIN
ADVANTAGE

The most successful organizations
providing public works services
continually invest more in training
and certifying their teams.

EMPLOYEE
5 INCREASE
SATISFACTION AND MORALE
Employee satisfaction and
retention are higher when
management assists employee’s
career goals.

WHO DO I CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION?
If you would like more
information regarding this
important professional
program please visit the
AORS website at
www.aors.on.ca, call the
AORS office (226)661-2002,
or contact:
INDEX
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Dennis O’Neil, Member Services
Coordinator; Cell: (519)405-0062;
dennisoneil@aors.on.ca;
OR
Michelle Poirier, Support Services
Coordinator; Cell: (613)583-4024;
michellepoirier@aors.on.ca

Association
of Ontario
Road Supervisors
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Does AORS award CEU’s?
Yes! Specific AORS training and professional development seminars grant
attendees with a measure of credit called Continuing Education Units (CEU).
One AORS Continuing Education Unit (CEU) is defined as 10 contact hours
of participation in an organized continuing education experience under
responsible sponsorship, capable direction, and qualified instruction.
AORS is recognized as upholding standards of excellence when it comes to
continuing education, and therefore many organizations will accept AORS
CEUs. The primary purpose of the CEU is to provide a permanent record of the
educational accomplishments of an individual who has completed one or more
significant non-credit educational experiences. The AORS CEU provides a
quality indicator for your corporate continuing education and training program.
If you are concerned about whether particular organizations or associations
will accept AORS CEUs, we recommend that you contact them directly.

AORS Training and Professional Development
Continuing Education Unit (CEU)
PROGRAM

CEU’S

Operator Supervisor ‘Boot Camp’ Level 1 and
Supervisor Due Diligence

0.75

Operator Supervisor ‘Boot Camp’ Level 2

2.25

Winter Maintenance School

1.4

WHMIS

0.35

Surface Miner/Common Core

1.4

Fall Protection and Working at Heights

0.75

Lock Out/Tag Out

0.35

Traffic Control—Book 7

0.65

Gravel Road School and Rural Road Maintenance

1.4

Chainsaw Safety Operator

1.2

Chainsaw Safety Operator/Brush Chipper

1.4

TDG

0.35

Confined Space Awareness

0.75

Public Works Leadership Development Program
Each module

0.7

8 total modules

5.6

One AORS CEU will be awarded for each ten clock hours (sixty-minutes=one clock hour)
of instruction hours involved in a program.
Instructional hours do not include time involved in coffee breaks, meals, social activities etc.
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33000
PUBLIC WORKS LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

AND COUNTING

S

ince 2005 over 33,000 municipal and private sector employees have
attended AORS education, training and professional development
programs. AORS is the most important ‘grass roots’ public works
Association in Ontario. Undeniably—on behalf of our membership and
associates—we are methodically meeting our mandate including:


regularly identifying, examining and reviewing the training, educational,
and professional development needs of Ontario local government/
private sector public works employees, and, where possible,
implementing applicable programs.



promoting and encouraging public works training and professional
development in Ontario municipalities, the private sector and amongst
the AORS membership.

CHAINSAW OPERATOR
SAFETY—GREGG PFAFF
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
“Mr. Pfaff was great, very well received and
very knowledgeable. We’d have him back to
do other training in a heartbeat.”
Municipality of Brockton
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WHAT SOME OF THE

PUBLIC WORKS LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

PARTICIPANTS SAID ABOUT

AORS TRAINING

MOTOR GRADER—GROUND FORCE TRAINING INC.
“This has been the best course I’ve taken;
I learned a lot of good tips and hope to
keep up the practice in the grader.”
Eric Crouch, Municipality of
Strathroy-Caradoc

“Great course! Great instructor with lots of
knowledge on the machine. I learned lots
of new things to help my operation of the
grader.” Colin Keith, Municipality of
Strathroy-Caradoc

WINTER MAINTENANCE SCHOOL—GROUND FORCE TRAINING INC.
“The instructor’s knowledge was vast
and the group discussion was good.”
Township of Blandford-Blenheim

“Picked up a lot of tips for winter road
maintenance and the course answered a
lot of questions for me.” City of Kenora
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“ I would like to take this opportunity to encourage
anyone who wants to help achieve their goals and
aspirations with advancing to a leadership role within
the municipal sector. I highly recommend the PWLDP
provided by AORS. From a roads operator to a roads
supervisor, the PWLDP has the key elements that
will assist you in being a great Leader. I strongly
recommend enrolling in this program.”
– Joe Carvalho, CRS-I, Area Supervisor, Region of Waterloo

PUBLIC WORKS
LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
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Training for municipal managers,
supervisors, and those preparing
for leadership roles

Local municipal operations
require experienced, highly
trained professional personnel
who can efficiently execute the
corporate blueprint. Strong,
committed leadership at all
organizational levels ensures
the focused development and
delivery of essential community
services. Therefore, we
proudly introduce the 2022
Public Works Leadership
Development Program
(8 modules)—designed to
benefit current and aspiring
local government and public
works managers who want to
hone their management and
leadership skills.

“

LEARNING
APPROACH
The bottom line is that you are busy
and you have selected this program
because you are motivated to learn
and develop new skills. We have
tailored each module to ensure
that the content is relevant, the
environment is relaxed and that we
involve you in the learning process
with practical group discussions/
activities, functional simulations
(i.e. case studies) and problem
solving. Our very competent
instructors are fun, approachable
and use experiential learning
methods to tap into your
practical knowledge.

I was quite impressed with the content of
the courses; I felt the small group workshops
kept individuals engaged as I met new people
from municipalities small and large. Kudos to
AORS for being forced online and still putting
together a great course.
MIKE RUSSO, CRS-I, SUPERVISOR WORKS OPERATION,
CITY OF MISSISSAUGA
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2022 PWLDP Training Dates:
MODULE

LEVEL

DATE

DELIVERY

LOCATION

Local Government

CRS

Mar 8

In-Person

London

Customer Service

CRS

Mar 9

In-Person

London

Leadership & Supervision

CRS

Mar 10

In-Person

London

Financial Management

CRS-I

Mar 29

In-Person

Stoney Creek

Talent Management

CRS-I

Mar 30

In-Person

Stoney Creek

Local Government

CRS

Apr 5

In-Person

Belleville

Customer Service

CRS

Apr 6

In-Person

Belleville

Leadership & Supervision

CRS

Apr 7

In-Person

Belleville

Financial Management

CRS-I

Apr 20

In-Person

Oshawa

Talent Management

CRS-I

Apr 21

In-Person

Oshawa

Local Government

CRS

Sep 27

Hybrid

Mississauga

Customer Service

CRS

Sep 28

Hybrid

Mississauga

Leadership & Supervision

CRS

Sep 29

Hybrid

Mississauga

Financial Management

CRS-I

Oct 12

Hybrid

Mississauga

Talent Management

CRS-I

Oct 13

Hybrid

Mississauga

Process Management

CRS-S

Nov 22

Hybrid

Mississauga

Continuous Improvement

CRS-S

Nov 23

Hybrid

Mississauga

Communications

CRS-S

Nov 24

Hybrid

Mississauga

Additional dates may be added to meet demand.
Check the AORS website for current offerings and registration forms.
For Your Information: A pass mark of seventy percent (70%) is required on
all PWLDP module tests for CRS eligibility. All 8 modules must be successfully
completed to obtain a PWLDP Certificate of Completion.

AORS also offers web-based training solutions for many of our
courses, giving you even more avenues to reach your training goals.
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CURRENT MODULE
TOPICS & CRS LEVEL
REQUIREMENTS
The following modules are mandatory for Certified Road
Supervisor (CRS) professional designation as noted:
Local Government (CRS)
The Municipal Framework







History of municipal government
Government structure & legal
framework
Roles and Responsibilities of the
Public Works Manager
Council and CAO expectations
Professional Conduct and Ethics
Trends & Challenges in Local Government

Leadership & Supervision (CRS)
Getting Work Done Through Others


The regulatory framework governing
employment



Supervisor’s roles and responsibilities



Having difficult conversations



Performance planning and review



Progressive Discipline



Supervising in a unionized
environment

Customer Service (CRS)

Financial Management (CRS-I)
Resourcing and Stewardship






Talent Management (CRS-I)
People Resourcing for the Future










Foundations for Customer Service
Excellence
Customer Service in Public Works
Valuing & Handling Customer
Complaints
Time Management
Creating a Customer-Focused
Workforce

Labour and workforce demographics
Talent assessment and succession
planning
Hiring, retention, and exit strategies
Organizational and work design

Process Management (CRS-S)
Keeping Pace and Getting Better





Process development
Operational cultural excellence
Benchmarking and best practices
Organizational transition

Continuous Improvement (CRS-S)

In Service to Others


Planning
Operating and Capital budgets
Managing the money—financial
controls
Risk analysis
Maintenance management systems

Quality and Change Management





Change management
Tools for improvement
Improving processes
Creating an improvement culture

Communications (CRS-S)
Making Your Point and Hearing Others





Report-Writing to Council
Making a Presentation to Council
Dealing with the Media
Community Stakeholder Consultation
INDEX
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WHO SHOULD
PARTICIPATE
Participants typically have
responsibility for diverse portfolios that
include roads, parks, property, facilities,
water, wastewater, cemeteries, airports,
landfills, emergency services, utilities
and other Municipal community
services. All have benefitted from
the opportunity to network and learn
from each other and the experiences
of our instructors.

“

I recommend anyone who is a
supervisor or looking to become
one, take the PWLDP. Learning
from great instructors and
through group discussions will
give you the necessary skills and
tools to become a good leader.”
– Jason Dalgleish, CRS-I, Supervisor of
Public Works, Town of Smiths Falls

YOU SHOULD
ALSO KNOW


All 8 PWLDP modules (one
day/module) are offered
throughout Ontario and
Online. Courses can be taken
individually or as part of the
complete program.



In order to receive a PWLDP
Certificate of Completion, all
eight (8) modules must be
completed successfully.



If a passing grade is not
achieved, there are options for
securing the credit, including
rewriting the exam, or retaking
the course. For the first five (5)
modules, a coaching session is
a third option—available on
formal request for anyone
seeking their CRS or CRS-I.



All modules qualify for
0.7 CEU.



The AORS website contains
the most current PWLDP
module offerings and
registration forms.

“

I cannot overstate the value of
having very seasoned and current
municipal employees from high
levels teach these subjects. All the
fresh ideas and relative experience
on Public sector topics was a total
valued resource.”
GLEN INGLIS, CRS-I, PUBLIC WORKS SUPERVISOR,
CITY OF GUELPH
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If you or your Municipal staff are
interested in this program we would
like to hear from you.
Contact:
Dennis O’Neil, Member Services
Coordinator; Cell: (519)405-0062;
dennisoneil@aors.on.ca;

OR

Michelle Poirier, Support Services
Coordinator; Cell: (613)583-4024;
michellepoirier@aors.on.ca

The training team and AORS staff will be continually revising the course material to
ensure that current, relevant content is available to participants.

PWLDP INSTRUCTIONAL TEAM
The Association of Ontario Road Supervisors (AORS) introduced the Public Works
Leadership Development Program (PWLDP) in December of 2007 as a standalone
program to address an identified gap in the leadership skills of public works
supervisors. The 8 individual modules that make up the PWLDP were designed
to give these supervisors a high-level view of the main aspects of their day to day
jobs with a focus on the skills required to effectively manage and lead teams. In
2013, the modules were made prerequisites for the different levels of the Certified
Road Supervisor (CRS) designation. Over the last decade, the PWLDP has evolved
into a sought-after set of leadership modules, successfully preparing the municipal
leaders of the future. Hundreds of municipal managers, supervisors and team
leaders have completed or are currently enrolled in the PWLDP.
Each module is tailored to ensure the content is relevant, the learning environment
is relaxed, and the learning process includes practical group discussions, activities,
and case studies. Each module includes a final exam, developed to ensure learning
transfer. The opportunity to network and to learn from each other and the PWLDP
instructors is paramount to the success of the program and is a main
benefit for participants who take part in the PWLDP modules.
AORS is committed to providing participants of the PWLDP with
high quality, professional trainers and will continue to work hard
to ensure our instructors have current leadership experience in
municipal or public works as well as a wealth of experience in
training and facilitation. The following instructors are committed
to helping trainees of the PWLDP achieve their academic or
leadership goals and are dedicated to delivering the
PWLDP modules with enthusiasm and excellence.

Michelle Poirier, AORS Support Services Coordinator
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Craig Davidson
Craig is presently the Treasurer/
Administrator for the Municipality of
Temagami. Craig has been involved with
municipal government for 31 years. He
has worked as a municipal auditor,
financial advisor and as the CAO, clerk
and treasurer for several municipalities
including Hastings Highlands, the Town
of Bancroft and the Town of Moosonee.
Craig served on the board of directors
for the Ontario Good Roads Association
for 5 years and was the Chair of Member
Services for 2. Craig has presented at
various conferences on topics ranging
from municipal budgeting
to financial sustainability.

Ewen MacDonald, CRS-S
Ewen was the General Manager
Infrastructure Services for the Township
of South Glengarry for 29 years until his
retirement in 2021. Prior to this position
he was a Supervisor at Cornwall Gravel
Company Ltd for 7 years. He was a
Course Director for the OGRA Anderson
Road School Managing Human
Resources Course for 10 years. Ewen was
also a long serving member on the AORS
Board of Directors, where he sat on
numerous committees and task forces,
and is a 2-time Past President. He has a
Degree in Public Administration from
Western University and is a Certified
Road Supervisor Senior.
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Sandra McKenzie, CHRL, MEd
Sandra is a Certified Human Resources
Leader with a Bachelor of Science In
Psychology, a Master’s Degree in
Workplace Learning and Change (Adult
Education), and a Diploma in Public
Administration and Leadership. She has
experience working with teams, leaders
and employees to improve their
effectiveness. She has HR leadership
experience with a particular focus on
organizational development, learning
and change management. She is a
dynamic speaker, facilitator and coach;
her engaging and interactive workshops
challenge participants to work through
the tough questions in order to move
forward in a positive way. Sandra has
experience working with the most senior
levels of public and private sector organizations as an influencer of change and has
contributed as a member of senior leadership teams leading cultural shifts in
various organizations.

Michael Touw, B.Sc(Eng), MPA
Michael is currently the Chief
Administrative Officer for the Town of
Perth. He has been in municipal
government for 15 years, nearly all in
Public Works, and as an active member
of District 8 Road Supervisors
Association. Michael has a background
in Civil Engineering (Queen’s) and Public
Administration (Western). He previously
served on the board of the Ontario
Good Roads Association (OGRA) and is
now on the board for the Association of
Municipalities of Ontario (AMO). In
addition to teaching within the PWLDP
for AORS, Michael leads the TJ Mahony
course for OGRA and has a passion for
contributing to the advancement of
municipal public works in Ontario.
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“I gained more knowledge
about securing a load and what
enforcement is looking for as
well as a better understanding of
grades of chains and straps.”
– David James, Bruce County, Load Securement

EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
SAFETY AND
SKILLS SERIES
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EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
SAFETY AND
SKILLS SERIES

Q&A
Who provides the Training?
What is their experience?
AORS has partnered with Ground
Force Training Inc. (GFTI) to provide
this important training to our members
and clients. Ground Force instructors
are chosen primarily for their previous
experience and training at the
Canadian Forces School of Military
Engineering and/or their extensive
Municipal equipment operating
experience and training. Prior to
acquiring their Instructor status on any
given equipment or vehicle, they must
have first mastered all aspects of its

GFTI professional instructor
observing a student’s progress
during a practical lesson.
operation, thus guaranteeing extensive
(i.e. 2000 hours) seat time and, under
virtually any condition on earth.
Ground Force instructors have
substantial classroom instruction
and lesson plan experience. They
are among the best in their field of
expertise and have an instinctive
response to the changing safety
and legislative landscape.
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What are the benefits of
Equipment Operator Safety
and Skills Series Training?
The benefits of equipment operator
training can flow through to all levels
of an organization. Over time this
type of training will ensure that the
objectives for due diligence and
efficient maintenance of the corporate
equipment inventory are met by:


Developing training program
documentation to meet Legislative
(i.e. Occupational Health and Safety)
requirements.



Developing safe operators who
are less prone to accidents



Reducing wear or damage to
equipment



Reducing damage to private property



Increasing maintenance activity
productivity.

What does a typical program
look like? How much classroom?
How much seat time?

Classroom/Theory
Equipment courses begin with a
classroom/theory course (approx.
4-7 hours depending on equipment)
for all trainees at your venue, online or
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a location within close proximity to
your operations depot. This will allow
staff to begin their training process
with minimal scheduling difficulties.
Once the classroom training has been
completed the task specific, site
specific (practical) training will
be scheduled to meet corporate
operational staff requirements.

Practical/Hands-on
This is the practical hands on (i.e.
seat time) portion of the training and
is referred to as ‘active learning’ or
learning by doing. Trainees will be
provided practical hours, based on
equipment and operator experience
level, to practice the skills and
information they are learning, to
maximize retention. For example, in
the case of Tractor Loader Backhoe,
Motor Grader or Excavator, the
recommended seat/in-cab training
time is 14+hours for a novice operator
or 7 hours for an operator with over
two years’ experience.
Trainers will provide constructive
feedback and reinforcement and
relate the training to job requirements.
Therefore, trainees will immediately
be able to apply their new knowledge
and skills gained in the training session
directly into their job environment.

2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR SAFETY AND SKILLS SERIES

What is the student/instructor
ratio? What is the student/
equipment ratio?
We want to make this training as
cost-effective and productive as
possible. Our trainers want everyone
participating and learning. Unlike
other training programs, there is no
‘shared’ equipment. Each student
will operate their own equipment—
supplied by the Municipality—for the
entire training program. That is a ratio
of 1:1 (student: equipment). Each group
of 3 students will have their own
instructor. That is a ratio of 3:1 (student:
instructor). That is the best in the
business! The students are there to
learn and have fun in a positive adult
learning environment and we will
make sure that they do!

Where does the training
take place?

02

How much do these
programs cost?
As a result of the AORS/GFTI affiliation
we are able to offer these programs at
a very reasonable rate. If requested,
after direct consultations with you
we provide confidential quotations
based on your specific operational
requirements. We want to make sure
that the program developed for your
staff is relevant and cost-effective. Our
trainers want to ‘hit the ground running’
when they arrive at your facility!

Are the programs customizable?
Classroom and/or practical topics
covered can be customized to meet
client needs, student experience, or to
address challenges. In addition to
offering in-person training, most
classroom topics are available via live
webinars or by completing eLearning
modules which are self-paced.

We come to you! The training takes place
in your area or Municipality within close
proximity to your Operations Depot to
avoid expensive transportation and
accommodation costs.
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BUCKET TRUCK/
SCISSOR LIFTS
Course Overview

This one-day program covers the various types of
aerial personnel lifting devices such as scissorlifts, boomlifts, cherrypickers,
truck-mounted aerial devices and the various hazards associated when working
with this type of equipment. Unfortunately, most individuals who operate this
machinery are unaware of the safety (i.e. uneven balance; overhead obstacles)
concerns associated with the equipment.
Fall arrest training is also mandatory for all operators. It is vital that anyone
required to operate the Bucket Truck as part of their job receives proper training
before climbing aboard.
Who Should Attend: All workers who are
authorized to operate aerial personnel
lifting devices or truck mounted aerial
devices (Bucket Truck).

Topics Covered


The Occupational Health and Safety
Act and Regulations with reference
to aerial manlifts



Tips and best practices



Types of personnel lifts



Pre-operation inspection



Refuelling or recharging



Preparing for work



Stability



Operating techniques



Federal Fall Protection Regulations
and Employer, Supervisor and Worker
responsibilities under the Act and
Regulations



Identification and description of the
main fall hazards and the equipment
and procedures needed to protect
against falling and how to properly
fit and wear the personal protective
equipment



INDEX



Proper identification and application
of fall protection controls



Ladder, scaffolds and powered
elevated platform safe working
practices

Learning Objectives: Special attention
will be given to the use of personal
protective equipment, high voltage
awareness, traffic control, and the
rescue removal of an operator. An
operator hazard assessment will be
done prior to the start of the course
to determine existing hazards for all
applicable employees, and a
determination made as to the
necessity of follow up training.
Evaluation/Documentation: A theory
exam and/or a practical exam (using
equipment) will be used to thoroughly
evaluate the student. For due diligence
purposes the organization/municipality
will receive a certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

How to inspect and maintain fall
protection equipment. (Lanyards,
harness, etc.)
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DEFENSIVE DRIVING
COURSE (DDC)
Course Overview

This one day (classroom/practical combination)
course is designed to help your employees join the ranks of the most safetyconscious drivers on the road. Fewer collisions to company vehicles will help
control insurance costs—and safe drivers lose less time from work because
they avoid collisions. Traffic crashes are preventable…by defensive driving.

Classroom Topics



Pre-trip inspection procedures

Your organization’s collision statistics
should be the primary factor when
deciding what is covered in this
module. The following topics will
be covered:



Optional on road training



Getting started, sitting properly



Hands: where should they be,
why should they be there



Seatbelts: what every driver
needs to know!



Mirrors: a reflected view



Where you should be looking



Brakes: how to employ them



Skids: there is an escape!



How to see and be seen



Highway driving



On and off ramps



City driving



Collision avoidance

Practical/Hands-on Activities


NOTE: Training is available for drivers
of G class or D class vehicles.
Who Should Attend: Operators of
all types of cars, pickup trucks
or buses should attend.
All employees, regardless if they simply
drive to/from work or if they drive as
part of their job. Their overall safety is
paramount to the efficiency and
effectiveness of your organization!
Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
test (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor) and/or practical
test (on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

Obstacle course

- Vehicle maneuverability
- Clearance restrictions
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EXCAVATOR
LEVEL 1

Course Overview

This course provides the fundamentals of
safety, equipment characteristics, operation, and maintenance that apply to
the excavator or to deliver more advanced training to experienced operators. Each
student receives a combination of classroom/theory and practical/hands-on training.

Classroom Topics



Trenching fundamentals

Safe productivity and operation



Spoil placement



Components and control identification



Bank development



Safety and warning symbols



Pre-start procedures



Starting procedures



After starting checks



Machine shut down



Stockpiling



Loading trucks



Stability and centre of gravity



Hands-on activities


Pre-trip inspection



Operation and safety



Ditching fundamentals



Controls review



Post operational procedures



Loading trucks
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Note: This is NOT an inclusive list,
Additional topics can be added to
meet your specific requirements.
Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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FRONT
END
LOADER
(FEL)

Course Overview

This course provides fundamentals of safety,
equipment characteristics, operation and maintenance that apply to the
FEL. Each student will receive a combination of classroom/theory and practical/
hands-on training.
Note: Each student must have their own equipment (1:1 ratio; student/
equipment). This will ensure adequate practical skill development.

Classroom Topics


Equipment design and function



Electrical system



Hydraulic system



Pre-start inspections



Equipment warning devices




Controls review
Bucket operation



Loading, stockpiling, ramping,
digging and bulldozing techniques



Power-train



Stability and centre of gravity



Work area clean-up



Loader accessories (i.e. plows)

Field/Hands-On Activities


Pre-start inspection



Controls review



Maneuvering around obstacles



Bucket operation



Loading trucks

Learning Objectives: This course will
help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
loader operation. The results of this
learning process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious attitude



Maintenance habits and awareness



Safety awareness



Productivity

Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice); oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment)
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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FRONT
END
LOADER
SUMMER AND
WINTER

Course Overview

This course covers both summer and winter
operations for front end loader operators. Each student will receive a
combination of classroom/theory and practical/hands-on training.

Classroom Topics


Equipment Design & Function



Electrical System



Hydraulic System



Pre-Start Inspections



Equipment Warning Devices



Controls Review



Bucket Operation



Loading & Stockpiling





Attachments (e.g. fork, scraper etc.)



Plowing Techniques

Learning Objectives: This course will
help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
loader operation. The results of this
learning process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious
attitude

Power-Train



Maintenance habits and awareness

Stability and Centre of Gravity



Safety awareness



Work Area Clean-up



Productivity



Attachment Mounting & Set-up



Plowing Techniques

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice); oral exam (by
instructor) and practical exam (on
equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.



Field/Hands-On Activities


Pre-Start Inspection



Controls Review



Post Operation Procedures



Clearance Training



Bucket Operation



Loading, Stockpiling and Ramping
Techniques



Loading Trucks
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About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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GRADALL
Classroom Topics



Post Operation Procedures

The training program begins
with a one day (approx. 7 hour)
classroom course for the student
operator at a venue within the
Municipality for this program. The
following topics are thoroughly
covered:



Clearance Training



Bucket Operation



Bank Development



Loading Trucks

Who Should Attend: Any person who is
responsible for operating a gradall.



Equipment design & function



Electrical/hydraulic system



Pre-start inspections



Airbrakes (if applicable)



Equipment warning devices



Safety considerations



Knowledge & conscientious attitude

Controls review



Maintenance Habits



Power-train



Safety Awareness and productivity



Effects of soil types & terrain



Work area clean-up



Stability and center of gravity

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and/or practical exam
(on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.





Ditching Techniques

-

Drainage
Berms
Erosion
Overgrown vegetation
Culverts

Practical/Hands-on Activities:


Pre-Start Inspection



Ditching Techniques



Spoil Placement



Controls Review

Learning Objective: This course will
help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
gradall operation. The result of this
learning process are improved:

About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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LANDFILL
PACKER
Course Overview

Responsible for the compaction and
distribution of refuse on sanitary landfill sites, Sanitary Landfill Compactors
are specialized types of equipment that require specialized training. These
machines range in size from 12,000 lbs to 50,000 lbs or more and should not be
utilized without a good understanding of vehicle components and controls,
compaction levels, and waste distribution principles.

Classroom Topics:
The Landfill Packer training program
begins with a half-day (approx. 4 hours)
classroom course for the student
operator at a venue within the
municipality/organization.
The following topics are covered:

professional instructors. The trainers
will provide constructive feedback and
reinforcement and relate the training to
job requirements. Therefore, the trainee
will immediately be able to apply their
new knowledge and skills gained in the
training session directly into their job
environment.



Equipment Design & Function



Electrical System



Pre-Start Inspection



Hydraulic System



Controls Review



Pre-Start Inspections



Maneuvering



Equipment Warning Devices



Controls Review



Power-Train



Stability and Centre of Gravity

Field Portion (Practical/
Peer to Peer)
This is the practical, hands-on (i.e. ‘seat
time’) portion of the training and is
referred to as ‘active learning’ or
learning by doing. Peer to peer training
is most effective because the operator
trainees more readily share their
experience with and accept advice/
coaching from experienced
INDEX
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Hands-on Activities

Who Should Attend: Any person
responsible for operating a landfill
compactor and/or landfill site
management.
NOTE: Some of the above activities
may not be covered due to experience
level as well as the amount of time
available, weather conditions and
availability of equipment.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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LANDSCAPE
LOADER
Course Overview

This training program consists of a
classroom learning portion (approx. 4 hours) as well as a practical/
hands-on learning portion (approx. 2-4 hours per student). Also known as a Farm
Tractor, the Landscape Loader is a versatile machine that can be outfitted with a
variety of attachments to meet specific task requirements. Regardless of the
configuration it is vital that all operators receive training on the Landscape Loader
in order to maximize their knowledge of the machine’s capabilities and limitations.

Who Should Attend: Anyone who
is responsible for operating a
landscape loader.

Topics Covered


Equipment Design & Function



Electrical System



Hydraulic System



Pre-Start Inspections



Equipment Warning Devices



Controls Review



Bucket Operation



Loading, Stockpiling, Ramping,
Digging and Bulldozing Techniques



Power-Train



Stability and Centre of Gravity



Work Area Clean-up



Loader Accessories (i.e. plows)



Pre-Start Inspection



Controls Review



Maneuvering Around Obstacles



Bucket Operation



Loading Trucks

Learning Objectives: This course will
help workers make better, more
informed decisions when operating
a Landscape Loader. The results of
this learning process are improved
maintenance habits, safety
awareness, productivity and a
conscientious attitude in the
work zone.
Evaluation/Documentation: A theory
exam and/or a practical exam
(on equipment) will be used to
thoroughly evaluate the student.
For due diligence purposes the
organization/municipality will receive
a copy of the original test results,
an operator training summary and
a certificate of completion for
each student.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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LOAD
SECUREMENT

including the number, placement and
types of cargo securing devices

Course Overview
At the completion of this one-day
training course, participants will be able to:


Explain how cargo securement
principles apply to different
commodities



Determine what is required to properly
load and secure different commodities

Classroom Topics



State general requirements for cargo
securement



Understand the principles for securing
heavy vehicle, equipment, and machinery



Understand basic principles of physics
as they apply to load securement

Field/Hands-On Activities



The importance of proper securement



How to inspect chains



General cargo securement
requirements



Use of securing devices



Inspection and verification procedures



Guiding principle of public safety



Vehicle placement on trailer



How cargo must be contained,
immobilized or secured



Proper weight and attachment
distribution



Consequences of improperly
secured loads



Mid-trip inspections



Heights and clearances



Cargo, other than vehicle securement



Elements of a securement system



Requirements for containing,
immobilizing, and securing cargo



Working load limits and default
working load limits for unmarked
tie-downs



Identifying working load limits
of an unmarked securing device



Calculating aggregate working
load limits for tie-downs attached
to the load



How to inspect securement systems



Determining if load is secured properly



Securement requirements and
principles for heavy vehicles,
equipment and machinery
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Who Should Attend: Any person
who is responsible for tying down
or securing any size load on trailers
or on a vehicle
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam. Each successful participant will
be provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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MOTOR
GRADER
LEVEL 1

Course Overview

This 2 or 3 day course provides
fundamentals of safety, equipment characteristics, operation and
maintenance that apply to the motor grader. Each student will receive a
combination of classroom/theory and practical/hands-on training.
Note: Each student must have their own equipment (1:1 ratio; student/equipment).
This will ensure adequate practical skill development.

Classroom Topics


Equipment Design & Function



Electrical/Hydraulic System



Pre-Start Inspections



Equipment Warning Devices



Controls Review



Power-Train



Effects of Soil Types & Terrain



Grader Blade Operations

Field/Hands-On Activities


Pre-Start Inspection



Controls Review



Post Operation Procedures



Maneuvering Around Obstacles



Grader Blade Operation



Stability and Centre of Gravity



Casting Windrow

Who Should Attend: Any person
who is responsible for operating a
motor grader.

Learning objectives: This course will
help operators understand the basic
operation and safety of motor grader
operation. The result of this learning
process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious
attitude



Maintenance habits



Safety awareness and productivity

Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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MOTOR
GRADER
LEVEL 2

Course Overview

Motor Grader training is progressive
to ensure student operators have knowledge of correct methods and
standards in their specific work application. Level 2 introduces the trainee
to classroom topics and hands-on activities of increased complexity related to
road construction/maintenance techniques.

Classroom Topics


Pre-start inspections



Grade blade operation



Techniques

-

conditions without relying on the GPS
to do the basic operations for them.
Who Should Attend: Operators with
a minimum of 1 year experience.

Proper crowning techniques
Drainage techniques
How to ditch (ditching operations)
Reclaiming materials
Final grading techniques
Far reach and high banking operations
Stripping top soil or sod

Learning objectives: This course is
designed to enable operators to
make better, more informed
decisions in every aspect of
operations. The results of this
learning process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious attitude



Vehicle and attachment maintenance
and inspection habits

Ditching operations



Overall safety awareness



Casting windrows



Productivity



Bank work



Cleaning ditches



Crowning operations

Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam (by
instructor) and practical exam (on
equipment). Each successful participant
will be provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a written
operator training summary.



How to properly build and maintain a road

Field/Hands-On Activities




Techniques

- Final grading techniques
- Stripping top soil or sod
- Advanced grading techniques
as taught in class
Note: The ability to operate the
machine WITHOUT the use of GPS
equipment is emphasized as any true
operator must be able to carry on in all
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About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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OPERATOR
AND DRIVER
COMPETENCY
ASSESSMENT

Pre-training assessment of drivers
and/or operators is a vital tool in the
Due Diligence process. Ground Force
Training Inc. certified trainers document
competency in specific categories, skills
and sub-skills. Equipment operator
competency assessments are task,
equipment and location specific to
ensure a comprehensive evaluation.
This service is important to focus your
training program and to maximize return
on your training investment.

Assessments are required
for the following reasons:


To determine operator ability prior
to training or promotion



To establish a benchmark or starting
point after a training program



To determine the need for remedial
training after an incident



To determine an operator’s level
of competency

Driver Assessments
Driver assessments verify the risk status
of drivers. Using a combination of

pre-driving checks and on-the-road
practical driving sessions Ground Force
Training Inc. instructors accurately
evaluate driver skills. This culminates
in a detailed report incorporating
recommendations for remedial action
where necessary.


Target ‘at risk’ drivers for training
opportunities to remedy faulty
driving habits



Reduce accident rate/vehicle abuse
due to faulty driving



Reduce fleet operating costs through
improved maintenance and increased
efficiency



Assist in an employee’s progression
plan to address short falls due to
turnovers and promotion



Meet your ‘duty of care’ obligations
under Occupational Health and
Safety Act legislation
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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PRE-TRIP INSPECTION
Course Overview

The Ministry of Transport requires that all
Commercial Motor Vehicles (CMV) according to their official definition,
and attached trailers are to be formally inspected for defects and serviceability
at least once every 24 hours. Details are set out in the Ontario Highway Traffic
Act Regulation 575 (regulation 199/07, effective May 2007), and explain that
“no person shall drive a CMV unless the person has inspected, or cause to be
inspected, the CMV within the previous 24 hours.”
This interactive workshop addresses the requirements for a proper pre-trip
inspection, in the context of regulatory compliance and safety.

Classroom Topics



Know and understand the legislation
governing pre-trip inspections

Highway Traffic Act Reg. 575
(Regulation 199/07, Effective
May 2007)



Identify and apply pre-trip inspection
procedures in accordance with
applicable standards and regulations

How to perform a properly
sequenced pre-trip inspection
including the airbrake system/
verification



Understand new Ministry of
Transportation regulations governing
minor/major defects



The concept of due diligence





Field/Hands-On Activities


Thorough and sequential Pre-Trip
Inspection

Who Should Attend: Any person
responsible for driving a CMV to/
at work as part of their job
Learning Objectives: Upon
successful completion, participants
will be able to:
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Evaluation/Documentation:
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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02

PUBLIC
WORKS
EQUIPMENT
SPECIFIC
Course Overview Operator training for the equipment listed
below can be customized to meet specific requirements. As with all training
in the Operator Safety Series there are 2 specific components including:


Classroom Training



Practical ‘Hands-on’ Training

Crawler Dozer

Roadside Mower

This course is designed for both novice
and experienced operators. Crawler
Dozer safety will cover Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE), Roll-Over
Protective Structure (ROPS), mount and
dismount of machine, backing, visibility,
components and controls. Blade types
and attachments, walk around inspections
and start-up/ shut-down procedures will
be covered. Also included is: controls and
operation, discussions on level dozing, slot
dozing, slope safety, working with a
stockpile and ripping techniques.

This course is designed for both
novice and experienced operators.
The course will cover Roll Over
Protective Structures (ROPS), mount
and dismount of machine, backing,
visibility, components, controls
and attachments. Walk around
inspections as well as start-up and shut
down procedures are covered. Controls
and operation including discussions on
Power Take Off (PTO), slope safety and
working with a 3 point hitch will be
included. Load securement and
preventative maintenance will also
be discussed.
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Forklift
This course is designed for both
novice and experienced operators.
All attendees will gain technical
knowledge of this equipment through
classroom study and hands-on
exercises focusing on:


Main parts and their function



Factors affecting stability and
capacity



Pre-shift inspections



Safe operating procedures



Parking and shut down

Skid Steer
This course is designed for both
novice and experienced operators.
Skid Steer Safety is an extensive
classroom program covering topics
such as: equipment design and
function, components, safety, and
pre-trip inspection. Startup and shut
down procedures, controls, operating
techniques, loading trucks, blind
spots and stability will be covered
later in the session as well as snow
removal techniques.

All Terrain Utility Vehicle (ATUV)
This type of vehicle is becoming
more common in the workplace.
This course covers all the basics for
operating and riding responsibly,
rules and controls, starting/stopping
and riding strategies, turning safely,
traversing hills, emergency maneuvers
and riding over obstacles.
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Other Courses Available


Trenching



Compactors



Scrapers



Articulated trucks

Evaluation /Documentation:
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
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REFUSE
TRUCK

Course Overview

The Refuse Truck training program begins
with a one-day (approx. 5-6 hours) classroom course for the student
operator at a venue within the municipality/organization.

Classroom Topics

Practical/Hands-on Activities



Airbrake Review and Inspection



Pre-trip Inspection



Truck Inspection



Clearance Training



Cushion of Safety



In-cab Check Ride



Driving Environments



Residential Collection



Commercial Collection



Special Work Environments



Special Situations



Crew Safety



Discussion: Strategies to Avoid Pulse
(High Vehicle/Pedestrian Traffic)
Periods



Defensive Driving



360 Degree Awareness



Working in Confined Areas

Who Should Attend: Any person
responsible for operating a refuse
truck.
Evaluation/Documentation: A theory
exam and/or a practical exam (on
equipment) will be used to
thoroughly evaluate the student.
Each participant will be provided
with a course certificate and the
employer will receive a written
operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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RIGGING
AND LIFTING
WITH HEAVY
EQUIPMENT
Course Overview

This one-day course will cover the
necessary safety requirements to properly:


Rig loads for moving in and around the construction site



Rig a load for lifting with heavy equipment



Choose the right equipment for the right job, and



Inspect equipment in order to ensure it meets the minimum safety requirements.

Classroom Topics


Safety



Hand signals



Steel wire rope and chains



Rigging inspection



Stability when lifting

Field/Hands-On Activities
After the classroom portion, time will
be spent performing various practices
that will be customized to the specific
equipment the Municipality/Company
chooses to use.
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Who Should Attend: Operators
or supervisors who are involved
in any type of rigging or recovery
operations using heavy equipment.
Evaluation /Documentation:
Theory exam (multiple choice)
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
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ROCK
TRUCK
Course Overview

This course provides the fundamentals of
safety, maintenance, operation and machine control that apply to the rock
truck. Each operator will receive a combination of classroom/ theory and practical/
hands-on training.

Classroom Topics
The training program begins with a
1/2 day (approx. 4 hours) classroom
course for the student operator at a
venue within the Municipality for this
program. The following topics are
thoroughly covered:

Learning Objectives: This course will
help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
Rock Truck operation. The results of
this learning process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious
attitude



Safe productivity and operation



Maintenance habits



Components and control identification



Safety awareness



Safety and warning symbols



Productivity



Pre-trip inspection



Air-brake components



Truck positioning for loading



Overhead clearances (what to do in
the event that a high tension wire is
contacted)



Post operation inspection



Start-up and shut down procedures



Stability



Articulation safety



On-road driving precautions

Hands-on Activities


Pre-trip inspection



Equipment familiarization



Clearance and terrain training

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice); oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment)
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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ROLL-OFF TRUCK

Course Overview

This course provides the fundamentals of
safety and operation that apply to the roll-off truck. Each operator will
receive a combination of classroom/theory and practical/hands-on training.

Classroom Topics

Practical/Hands-on Activities

This training program begins with a
1/2 day (approx. 4 hours) classroom
course for the student operator at a
venue within the Municipality. The
following topics are thoroughly covered:



Pre-trip inspection



Controls review



Check ride



Equipment design & function



Pre-start inspections



Safety & stability considerations



Preventative maintenance



Loading container



Defensive driving techniques



Scanning the road



Collision avoidance



Load securement (roll-off specific)



How cargo securement principles
apply to roll-on/roll-off and hook-lift
containers



Requirements to properly secure
roll-on/roll-off and hook-lift containers

- Number, placement, and types of
cargo securing devices


INDEX

When securement systems are not
in compliance
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Who Should Attend: Any person who is
responsible for operating a roll-off truck.
Learning objectives: This course will
help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
Roll-Off Truck operation. The result
of this learning process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious attitude



Maintenance habits



Safety awareness and productivity

Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and/or practical exam
(on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
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SAFE
BACKING

Course Overview

Anything in reverse is hard to do… even
walking backwards is an unnatural movement. Even if you go to driving
school very little time is spent going in reverse, because stats show that you don’t
do it that often. But you might be surprised at how often collisions—even fatal—
occur when backing. And they could all be prevented with training, practice and
following the right steps.
In this course we will teach you that visibility and communication are the keys to
backing. Upon completion you will understand the steps of backing, how to use
your mirrors, a ground guide and the steps you should take if you are alone as
well as how to signal with a flashlight.

Classroom Topics

Practical/Hands-on Activities

The training program is a 1 day course.
This breaks out to 1/2 day classroom,
supported by 1/2 day practical
component for the student operator.

The students will be taken outside for
hands-on practice/review on what was
taught during the classroom portion.
The trainer will provide constructive
feedback and reinforcement and relate
the training to job requirements.
Therefore, the trainee will immediately
be able to apply their new knowledge
and skills gained in the training session
directly to their job environment.



Define preventable collision



Understand the policy—back in,
drive out



Mirrors—how to use them

- When backing
- When driving
- When using a guide


Steps to make backing safe—
every time



Visibility—what you need to see



Communication



Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice); oral exam
(by instructor). A certificate of
completion and a training summary
is provided for each successful
participant.

Use of ground guides

-

Guide positioning
Hand signals
Signals in night or day
Hazards associated with
ground guide

About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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SAFE
BACKING
WITH
TRAILERS
Course Overview Anything in reverse is hard to do… even walking
backwards is an un-natural movement. Even if you go to driving school very
little time is spent going in reverse, because stats show that you don’t do it that often.
But you might be surprised at how often collisions—even fatal—occur when backing.
And they could all be prevented with training, practice and following the right steps.
What changes with backing a trailer? Do you steer the same way?
What if it is a short or long trailer… what changes? What if you are alone?
What steps can you take if you don’t have a guide?
In this course we will teach you that visibility and communication are the keys to
backing with trailers. Upon completion you will understand the steps of backing, how
to use your mirrors, a ground guide and the steps you should take if you are alone as
well as how to signal with a flashlight.

Classroom Topics

Field/Hands-On Activities

The training program is a 1 day course.
This breaks out to 1/2 day classroom,
supported by 1/2 day practical
component for the student operator.

The students will be taken outside
for hands-on practice/review on what
was taught during the classroom portion.
The trainer will provide constructive
feedback and reinforcement and relate
the training to job requirements.
Therefore, the trainee will immediately
be able to apply their new knowledge
and skills gained in the training session
directly to their job environment.



Define Preventable Collision



Understand the Policy—Back in,
Drive out



Mirrors—how to use them

- When backing
- When driving
- When using a guide


Steps to make backing safe—
every time



Visibility—what you need to see



Communication



Use of ground guides

INDEX
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Signals in night or day
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Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor) and/or practical
test (on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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SEASONAL/CASUAL/
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE
TRAINING PROGRAMS

Things you should know when hiring
THESE staff!
They have the same rights as other employees under the Employment
Standards Act (ESA) and the Occupational Health & Safety Act (OHSA).
In their first 4 weeks on a new job they are up to 4 times more likely to
be injured than at any other time on the job.

Courses Available:


Ride-on mower



Skid steer loaders



All terrain utility style vehicles (ATUV)



Snow plow



Defensive driving



Driver awareness program



Safe backing



Pre-trip inspections

For course descriptions, please
refer to the table of contents.

The 3 main components of
each course are:


1. Classroom training



2.Practical “hands-on” training



3.Evaluation and assessment

Practical/Seat Time

Each course is vehicle specific and
includes a hands-on pre-trip inspection,
controls review and post operation
procedures.
Note: Ground Force is always prepared
to train on equipment and/or vehicles
or cover specific topics, customized to
your individual requirements.
Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and/or practical exam
(on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided a certificate
of completion; employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

This is the practical, hands-on (i.e.
‘seat time’) portion of the training.
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STREET
SWEEPER

Course Overview

This course provides participants with the
knowledge and basic skill of street sweeper operation. Each student will
receive a combination of classroom/theory and practical/hands-on training.

Classroom Topics:


Equipment design



Pre-trip inspection



Equipment warning devices



Safety considerations



Controls review



The techniques of right hand drive



Recognizing sweep functions



Sweeper related defensive driving



Hands-on pre-trip inspection
(performed by instructor)

Field/Hands-On Activities


Pre-trip inspection (performed
by student)



Controls review



Maneuvering around obstacles using
both right and left drive (if equipped)



Off loading functions

Who Should Attend: Any person who
operates a street sweeper
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Learning Objectives: This course will
ensure operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
Street Sweeper operations. The results
of this learning process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious
attitude towards general operations
and public and private property



Vehicle and attachment maintenance
and inspection habits



Safety awareness



Productivity

Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam (on
equipment). Each successful participant
will be provided with a course
certificate and the employer will receive
a written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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TRACTOR
LOADER
BACKHOE
(TLB)

Course Overview

This course provides the fundamentals of
safety, equipment characteristics, operation, and maintenance that apply
to the backhoe. The training program begins with a one-day classroom/theory
course for the student operator. Following the classroom portion, each student
will receive hands-on practical training specific to their skill level.
Note: Each student must have their own equipment (1:1 ratio; student/
equipment). This will ensure adequate practical skill development.

Classroom Topics



Bank development



Equipment Design & Function



Loading trucks



Electrical/Hydraulic System



Pre-Start Inspections



Equipment Warning Devices



Weather Considerations



Safety Considerations

Who Should Attend: Any person who is
responsible for operating a backhoe.
This training is for novice or experienced
operators, providing a solid foundation
and building on their existing skills.



Controls Review



Trenching and Filling Techniques



Bucket and Backhoe Operation



Power-Train



Effects of Soil Types & Terrain



Night Operations



Knowledge and conscientious attitude



Stability and Centre of Gravity



Maintenance habits



Work Area Clean-Up



Safety awareness



Productivity

Note: This is NOT an inclusive list.
Additional topics can be added to
meet your specific requirements.

Field/Hands-On Activities


Pre-start inspection



Trenching fundamentals



Stock piling/spoil placement



Controls review



Post operation procedures



Maneuvering around obstacles



Backhoe and bucket operation



Excavation techniques

Learning Objectives: This course
will help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
Tractor Loader Backhoe operation.
The results of this learning process
are improved:

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice); oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment).
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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TRACTOR
LOADER
BACKHOE
LEVEL 2

Course Overview

This 2 day course provides the
fundamentals of safety, maintenance, operation and machine control that
apply to the tractor loader backhoe. Each operator will receive a combination of
classroom/theory and practical/hands-on training.

Classroom Topics

maximize retention. Activities are based
on the experience level of the operator.



Pre-start inspection



Post operation procedures



Planning the job

- Placement of spoil
- Layout
- Precision job layout


Set-up

- Tripod setup
- The pivot method
- Precision set-up and set-up


techniques
Footings

- Precision, skill, concentration
- Layout
- Elevation importance and checking
-

methods
Checking the grade
Jobsite cleanliness and cleanup
Shuttle operations
Spoil removal
Importance of excavation
cleanliness
Clean-up

Field/Hands-On Activities
Each student will be provided time
with the instructor to practice skills and
information they were taught in class to
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Learning Objectives: This course
will help ensure operators make
better, more informed decisions in
every aspect of TLB operations.
The results of this learning process
are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious
attitude regarding backhoe operation



Vehicle and attachment maintenance
and inspection habits



Safety awareness



Productivity

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
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“ The course was very helpful, a new
stepping stone and foundation for
successful snow plowing.”
– Town of Wasaga Beach, Front End Loader

WINTER
OPERATIONS

INDEX
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WINTER OPERATIONS

FRONT END
LOADER
PLOW

Course Overview

The Front End Loader (FEL) is a versatile and
effective winter snow/ice control machine when equipped with plow and
wing. The course includes both a classroom/theory (approx.7 hours) and a handson/practical component for the student operator at a venue within the Municipality.

- Overpass plowing & railroad

Classroom Topics

crossing

The following topics are thoroughly
covered:


Weather & road weather



Pre-season preparation



Anti-icing deicing techniques



Due diligence



Equipment operation & safety



Attachment mounting & set-up



Pre-trip inspection



Level of service



Plowing techniques

- Unpaved shoulders & multi-lane
highways

- Right side obstructions & stop sign
- Turning around at an intersection

Practical/Hands-on Activities


Pre-trip inspection



Clearance training

Who Should Attend: Front end loader
operators responsible for snow/ice
control and snow removal operations.
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (by instructor) and/or practical
test (on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.

- One-ways, alleys, ramps and
-

INDEX

dead-ends
Intersections & right turns
Cul-de-sacs & traffic circles
Forward plowing
Upgrades & steep downgrades
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About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

2022 TRAINING & PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

WINTER OPERATIONS

03

MOTOR
GRADER
PLOW

Course Overview

The Motor Grader (MG) is typically used for
both snow/ice control and snow removal operations. Operators require a wide
range of knowledge and skill sets to use the MG and attachments effectively and
safely at all times in different settings. The course includes both a classroom/theory
(approx.7 hours) and a hands-on/practical component for the student operator
at a venue within the Municipality.

Classroom Topics



Snow plowing/removal

The following topics are thoroughly
covered:



Wing operations



Articulation



Due diligence



Record keeping



Pre-season preparation



Weather and road weather



Level of service



Environment Canada’s Code of Practice



Anti-icing and deicing techniques



Equipment operation & safety



Attachment mounting and set-up



Pre-trip inspection



Plowing Techniques (all roadway
configurations)

Practical/Hands-on Activities


Pre-start inspection



Controls review



Winter operation procedures



Maneuvering around obstacles



Grader blade operation

NOTE: Some of the above activities
may not be covered, due to experience
level as well as the amount of time
available, weather conditions and
availability of equipment.
Who Should Attend: Experienced
grader operators responsible
for snow/ice control and snow
removal operations.
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor) and/or practical
test (on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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WINTER OPERATIONS

PICK-UP TRUCK
WITH PLOW
Course Overview

All types and styles of pick-up trucks are
used for snow/ice control particularly in more confined (e.g. parking lots)
areas. Operators require defensive driving skills and need to be aware of numerous
obstacles and hazards in these locations. The course includes both a classroom/
theory (approx. 4 hours) and a hands-on/practical component for the student
operator at a venue within the Municipality.

Classroom Topics

Practical/Hands-on Activities

The following topics are thoroughly
covered:



Pre-trip & obstacle course



Optional on-road assessment
(defensive driving techniques)



Documentation and record keeping

- Vehicle records including pre-trip
and maintenance reports to/from
your maintenance section


Benefits of pre-season checks

- Route checks
- Equipment checks
- Review of winter maintenance
policy


Equipment operation

- Salt smarts
- Post season maintenance and
storage of equipment


Best practices for plowing and snow
removal techniques

Who Should Attend: Operators
responsible for driving a pick-up
truck for snowplow operations
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor) and/or practical
test (on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

- Parking lots
- Entrances and exits
- Driveways
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SIDEWALK
PLOW
Course Overview

This course provides the fundamentals of
safety, equipment characteristics, operation and maintenance that apply to
the sidewalk plow. Each student will receive a combination of classroom/theory
and practical/hands-on training.

Classroom Topics


Equipment design and function



Safety and warning symbols



Dimensions and stability



Pre-trip inspections



Starting procedures



After start procedures



Operation and safety



Machine shut down



Preventative maintenance

Field/Hands-On Activities


Pre-trip inspection



Controls review



Post operation procedures



Clearance training



Customized evaluation process

Who Should Attend: Any person
responsible for operating a
sidewalk plow.
Learning Objectives: This course
is designed to enable operators
to make better, more informed
decisions in every aspect of sidewalk

clearing operations. The results of
this learning process are improved:


Knowledge and conscientious attitude
regarding salt management and
damage to public and private property



Vehicle and attachment maintenance
and inspection habits



Overall Safety awareness



Productivity

Student Manuals: Each student
will receive a comprehensive
training manual
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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WINTER OPERATIONS

SNOW
BLOWER
Course Overview

When paired with Front End Loader training,
the Snow Blower program is a half-day (approx. 4 hours) classroom course
for the student operator at a venue within the municipality/organization.

Classroom Topics

Practical/Hands-on Activities



Equipment Design & Function



Electrical System



Maneuvering Around Obstacles
(Understanding Clearances)




Hydraulic System



Snow Blower Operation

Pre-Start Inspections



Equipment Warning Devices

Who Should Attend: Any person
responsible for operating a front-end
loader with a snowblower
attachment.



Controls Review



Snow Blower Mounting



Articulation



Power-Train



Stability and Centre Of Gravity



Work Area Clean-Up



Snow Blower Attachment: Safety,
Operation, Inspection, Stability



Operating in Tandem with Dump
Truck

Evaluation /Documentation: A theory
exam and/or a practical exam (on
equipment) will be used to
thoroughly evaluate the student.
Each participant will be provided
with a course certificate and the
employer will receive a written
operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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SNOWPLOW
CLASSROOM
REFRESHER
Course Overview

This one day course covers the classroom
portion of snowplow training. Students spend approximately 7 hours in
class learning the theory of snowplow operation.

Classroom Topics


Weather & road weather



Benefits of pre-season preparation



Salt smarts



Truck operation & safety



Plow & wing mounting & set-up



Pre-trip inspection



Plowing techniques



Front end loader awareness

- Vehicle components
- Pre-trip inspection
- Basic operation (truck loading etc.)
NOTE: Topics can be adjusted to
reflect client needs/operations.

Who Should Attend: All snowplow
operators, supervisors and/or
controllers
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice), oral exam
(by instructor). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
course certificate and the employer
will receive a written operator
training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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SNOWPLOW DEFENSIVE
DRIVING COURSE (DDC)
Course Overview

This course is designed to help your
employees become the most safety-conscious snowplow operators on the
road. Fewer collisions to company vehicles will help control insurance costs—and
safe drivers lose less time from work because they avoid collisions. Traffic crashes
are preventable…by defensive driving.

Classroom Topics
This training program is a 1/2 day
(approx. 4 hrs.) classroom course for
the student operator at a venue within
the Municipality for this program. The
following topics are thoroughly covered:


Benefits of defensive driving



Collision prevention



Six conditions of driving



360° Awareness



Perception & reaction



Eye lead time



Mirrors



Plowing techniques



Plowing techniques (from a defensive
driving perspective)

62



Knowledge and conscientious
attitude



Maintenance habits



Safety awareness



Productivity

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice); oral exam
(by instructor).
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.

Learning Objectives: This course will
help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect
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of snowplow operation. The results of
this learning process are improved:
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About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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SNOWPLOW—
ONE PERSON
PLOWING

Course Overview

This training program is for Municipalities
who are ‘transitioning’ to one-person plowing operations. The course
includes both a classroom/theory (approx.7 hours) and a hands-on/practical
(optional) component for the student operator at a venue within the Municipality.

Classroom Topics



Pre-trip inspection

The following topics are thoroughly
covered:



One person plowing techniques



Front end loader awareness

- Vehicle components
- Pre-trip inspection



Benefits of defensive driving



Collision prevention



Six conditions of driving



Visibility

Practical/Hands-on Activities

-



Pre-trip inspection



Clearance training



In-cab check ride





Mirrors
Flags/markers
Wing position
360 Vision

Clearances

- Knowing
- Practice


Control

- Hand eye coordination


Hazard recognition

- Best defense


Plowing techniques



Salt smarts



Truck operation & safety



Plow & wing mounting & set-up

Basic operation (truck loading etc.)

Who Should Attend: Operators who
are converting from using a wing
man to one person plowing.
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (by instructor) and/or practical
test (on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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SNOWPLOW
OPERATOR
Course Overview

This course is designed as a refresher for
experienced snowplow operators, as well as to provide a good foundation
of skills for novice operators. The course covers all topics required to manage an
effective and safe winter maintenance program. All operators will be given
practical/hands-on training that includes a pre-trip refresher, clearance training,
and a 1:1 road evaluation.
Note: Each student receives one day of classroom training and approximately 2-4
hours of practical training, according to skill level. Front End Loader (FEL) yard
activities can be incorporated into the practical portion upon request.

Classroom Topics



Knowledge and conscientious
attitude regarding salt management



Vehicle and attachment maintenance
habits

Truck operation & safety



Safety awareness



Plow & wing mounting & set-up



Productivity



Pre-trip inspection



Plowing techniques



Weather & road weather



Benefits of pre-season preparation



Salt smarts





Pre-requisite: All attendees must
have current DZ license

Front end loader awareness

- Vehicle components
- Pre-trip inspection
- Basic operation (truck loading etc.)

Hands-On (Seat-time) Activities


Pre-trip inspection



Clearance training



On-road assessment (DDC)

Who Should Attend: Any person
responsible for operating a snowplow
Learning Objectives: This course will
help operators make better, more
informed decisions in every aspect of
snow plow operation. The results of
this learning process are improved:
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Student Manuals: Each student will receive
a comprehensive training manual
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice); oral exam
(by instructor) and practical exam
(on equipment)
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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WINTER
PATROLLER
Course Overview

Winter maintenance patrollers work in
rotating shifts, extended hours and inclement weather conditions. They also
require a comprehensive knowledge of specific subjects (e.g. Legislation, policies,
procedures) to effectively do their job. This one (1) day (approx. 7 hours classroom)
course covers the following full scope of topics:

- Discuss applicable strategies for

Classroom Topics


Weather/RWIS overview and the
role weather info and storm patterns
play in determining the correct
maintenance response for each
winter event

variety of storm events and
resultant road surface conditions


- MMS legal concepts as they apply

- Weather 101
- Characteristics of common Ontario

to winter road maintenance

- Discussion
- Review real life cases
- What could have been done

winter weather patterns

- Name and define basic weather
terminology

better?

- Road Weather
- Recognize fundamental RWIS
atmospheric and pavement
components

Winter Minimum Maintenance
Standards

- Who is at fault and why?


Winter patrol documentation

- Procedures
- Policy—task oriented
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- Record keeping /accident reporting

Who Should Attend: All winter
patrollers.

necessary in the defense of claims
- Forms
- What needs to be recorded?


Evaluation /Documentation:
Theory exam (multiple choice).
Each successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training.

Review of pre-wetting, anti-icing
and de-icing technology

- Concepts main snow/ice control
strategies


Main equipment, materials and
other resources required to effect
successful anti-deicing strategies

About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

Snow Accumulation
Class of Highway

Depth (cm)

Time (hours)

1

2.5

4

2

5

6

3

8

12

4

8

16

5

10

24

Complete knowledge of the Minimum Maintenance Standards (MMS) for snow
accumulation (above) and various deicers (below) is essential for a winter
maintenance patroller.
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“ I have been plowing for nine
consecutive years. By far this has
been the best training session with
the information pertaining to my
job as plow driver.”
- City of Greater Sudbury

PUBLIC
WORKS
TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS
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GRAVEL
ROAD
SCHOOL

Course Overview

Gravel roads are a critical part of our Provincial
transportation system. AORS Gravel Road School offers instruction on the
most important topics and equipment (grader) operator techniques to keep your
gravel roads in top condition and minimize service requests.

The training program is a 2 day
classroom course specific for anyone
involved with maintaining gravel roads.
The following topics are thoroughly
covered:


The anatomy of a road



Shoulders, ditches & drainage



Gravel road maintenance



Dust control benefits



Snow & ice control



Road issues



Erosion control



Motor grader techniques
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Who Should Attend: Supervisors,
Operators, CAO’s, Fleet Managers
and Hands-on Councillors.
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (by instructor). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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RURAL ROAD
MAINTENANCE

Course Overview

This two-day training program is designed
to provide staff who maintain municipal roads with appropriate guidelines
and the basic principles for maintenance management of rural roads networks.
Planning and execution of common maintenance strategies (road surface,
roadside, drainage and signage) to ensure reliable services and safety to users
and the local communities served by the rural roads are discussed.
Arm your staff with knowledge as unique as the roads in your municipality.

Who Should Attend: Managers,
supervisors, lead hands and senior
operators who have a responsibility
for right-of-way routine maintenance
and rehabilitation programs on
municipal rural road networks.

Topics Covered


Road Needs Assessment/Study



What are MMS?
Who Performs Inspections?
Classes of Road Designations
What to Do When a Claim Comes In
Pavement Preservation Strategy

- Keeping Good Roads Good
- Don’t Forget About the Bad Roads


Ditching & Shouldering

- Using a Level
- Capital Road Rehabilitation



Program vs. Utilizing Municipal
Forces
Culvert & Bridge Maintenance



Roadside Mowing & Tree/Brush
Removal



Risk Management & Roadside
Signage

Learning Objectives: At the
completion of this course
participants will have additional
knowledge in planning routine
maintenance and rehabilitation
activities on rural road networks.
Related Regulations and standards
are covered to ensure participants
understand road liability risks and
their responsibility to develop and/
or monitor Municipal due diligence
policies and procedures.
Evaluation/Documentation: A theory
exam will be used to thoroughly
evaluate the student. For due
diligence purposes the organization/
municipality will receive a copy of
the original test results, an operator
training summary and a certificate of
completion for each student.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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WINTER
MAINTENANCE
SCHOOL
The overriding factor in ensuring the safety of the general public is through constant
vigilance over the ever changing road conditions during inclement weather!

Course Overview and Content

This two day course is
designed for municipal and private sector supervisors and patrollers
responsible for the overall maintenance of roads during winter operations. In
addition to the topics listed below there is also an interactive portion designed for
the supervisor/patroller to recognize the potential for hazardous situations to occur
using real life scenarios.

Topics Covered:





Maintenance Standards
Weather Basics

- Interpreting Road Weather, Dew





Point, and Air Temperature
Ice Formation



Salt & Sand Fundamentals

Pre-Season Preparation





Code of Practice



Plowing techniques for different
challenges



Winter Patrolling Basics

- Storage and Management
- Application & Spreading


Anti-icing and Deicing

- Application Techniques
INDEX

Record Keeping

- Due Diligence
- Risk Management
- Event Planning
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Best Practices

- Decision Making
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Winter Maintenance Topics:


Salt management and salt
management plans



Pre-season checks



Weather basics



Snow and ice control



Equipment operation: (snowplow,
grader and front end loader)



Plowing techniques



Health and safety

Note: As Legislation and techniques
change the topics covered will also
be updated.
Who Should Attend: All Supervisors/
Patrollers and operators involved
in winter maintenance.
Learning Objectives: Upon successful
completion of this course,
participants will:


Know and understand what their
legal responsibilities are to:



The public
Their employees
Their municipalities, and
Themselves
Learn the core attributes of a
successful Supervisor, Patroller
and Operator



Learn the importance of good
leadership



Learn to ‘support the cause’ when
deploying manpower, equipment
and materials in a cost effective and
efficient manner



Have a better understanding of
weather conditions impact on their
particular areas of responsibility



Improve their comprehension in
the areas of salt/brine management
and storage, plowing techniques
and general vehicle maintenance
standards pre, during and post
winter season.

Student Manuals: Each Student
will receive a comprehensive
course package.
Evaluation/Documentation: There
will be several exams administered
throughout the course by the
instructor.
Documentation: Each successful
participant will be provided with
a course certificate.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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“ Networking and knowing what other
communities do in certain situations was
valuable to know. I learned some tips
that will help make my department more
efficient. Both instructors gave clear,
concise instruction…well done.”
– Town of Marathon

SUPERVISOR
SAFETY
SERIES
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CVOR FOR
SUPERVISORS

Course Overview

CVOR for supervisors is designed to cover
all the necessary topics that a supervisor will need to better understand
their CVOR. The Commercial Vehicle Operator’s Registration (CVOR) was
designed to keep public road users safe. A supervisor must understand all
elements to stay in compliance.
During this 2-day intensive course you will learn and discuss traffic accidents, tickets
and CVSA inspections. The Ministry of Transportation routinely conducts audits of
the CVOR holder, ensure you comply. This course will help municipal supervisors
understand what the CVOR system is and how it affects their operations.

Topics Covered



Accidents



What is CVOR



Vehicle maintenance files



Your safety rating



Facility audit



Your overall violation rates



Vehicles covered by CVOR



Driver Qualification



Hours of Service (HOS) overview



Trip inspection overview



CVSA inspections (by MTO or police)



Traffic tickets

Who Should Attend: Supervisors and
municipal government
administrators.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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LANDFILL
FIRE SAFETY

Course Overview

This one-day educational seminar is
designed to assist landfill personnel, firefighting professionals, and landfill
inspectors in better understanding the challenges and impacts of landfill fires. The
lessons will explain the different types and causes of landfill fires, identify tools and
best management practices review for preventing fires, and review firefighting
methods for addressing challenging and specific landfill fires.

Topics Covered


Landfill Fires – Theory, Causes &
Types

Who Should Attend: Landfill Managers
and Supervisors together with their
local Fire Chief.



Fire Prevention & Response





Emergency Response Plan & Training



Subsurface & Long-term Fires



Waste Screening & Managing
Materials



External Assistance & Scene
Management



Worker Safety & Environmental
Impacts



Regulatory Compliance



Landfill Gas Fire Management
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Check the SWANA Ontario website
(www.SWANAOntario.org) for
training dates and locations.
About the Facilitator: Developed
by the Northern Lights Chapter
and delivered by the Ontario
Chapter of the Solid Waste Association of North America
(SWANA).
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LEAN IN ROAD
OPERATIONS &
CAPITAL PROJECTS
Course Overview

LEAN 6 Sigma and Project Management are
proven approaches to improve efficiency and outcomes in a broad range of
processes and industries. In this one-day introductory seminar, you will learn the
basics of these methodologies and how to apply them in road operations and
capital projects, to do more with less without sacrificing quality.
Who Should Attend: Managers and
Supervisors who are looking to:


Improve quality



Reduce cost



Reduce delivery times or lead times



Enhance customer and employee
satisfaction and morale



Improve safety



Mitigate environmental impacts



Learn to make daily small process
improvements



Overview of LEAN daily management

Part 2 – LEAN in Capital Projects


Understand the basics of Project
Management



Understand the need for planning
and daily monitoring of projects



Overview of PMP (Project Management
Professional) Certification

The seminar will be delivered in two
parts: LEAN in Operations, and LEAN
in Capital Projects, with a focus on
operations and capital projects in a
municipal roads environment.



Learn to find waste and variation in
projects



Understand the meaning of a successful
project—a project that is completed in
scope, schedule, budget, and quality

Part 1 – LEAN in Operations

Evaluation/Documentation: Individuals
who successfully complete this
one-day course will earn a White Belt
certification in LEAN 6 Sigma.

Course Objectives



Understand the basics of LEAN
Six Sigma



Understand how LEAN Six Sigma can
be applied in road operations



Learn to find waste and variation

About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by QCDMS
Consultants
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SUMMER
ROAD
PATROL

Course Overview

Summer maintenance patrollers have
many unique responsibilities and require a comprehensive knowledge of
specific subjects (e.g. legislation, policies, procedures) to effectively do their job.
This one (1) day training program (approx. 7 hours classroom) covers an array of
relevant topics.

Classroom Topics



Better understand their
responsibilities



Adhere to all industry regulations and
best practices

Weather Monitoring



Improve their overall efficiency



Documentation



Defensive Driving



Common Concerns

Evaluation/Documentation: Each
successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.



Due Diligence



Maintenance Standards



Sidewalk Patrols



Who Should Attend: All summer
patrollers.
Learning Objectives: Program
participants will:


INDEX

Demonstrate improved confidence in
their role
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About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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SUPERVISOR
DUE DILIGENCE

Course Overview

The mystery of due diligence is unraveled
in this unique one-day course! This training program was developed and
is instructed by a former Ministry of Labour Inspector and Inspectorate peer
trainer. Attendees are provided with simple, actionable strategies, methods
and information they need in order to effectively perform within the regulatory
safety environment.

Who Should Attend: Managers,
supervisors and anyone who has
responsibility for the health and
safety of a workforce.

Topics Covered


The real financial costs of safety



IRS from the inspector’s point of view



Employer Responsibilities under the
OHSA



Supervisor Responsibilities under the
OHSA



OHSA Fines and Penalties



Roles of the MOL and Safety Partners



How does a supervisor achieve “Due
Diligence”?



Health and Safety Program concept
and methods



Discipline including in a union
environment



Hazard Identification and Control
Methods



Supervisor Note Taking



Powers of a MOL Inspector

Learning Objectives: At the
completion of this course attendees
will understand their role and legal
duties, explain the Internal
Responsibility System (IRS), identify
health and safety responsibilities,
recognize the importance of
standards, policies and procedures,
explain the need for reporting,
monitoring and enforcement and
describe the need for workplace
inspections.
Evaluation/Documentation: For due
diligence purposes, each participant
who completes this training program
will receive a certificate of
completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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“ Our operators recently attended
Book 7 training provided by AORS,
the feedback from all levels of
staff, from newly recruited
operators to foreman and
seasoned supervisors
suggested that this was by
far the best Book 7 training
that they have received
over their career in
public works.
– Perth County

LEGISLATION/
SAFETY
SERIES
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CHAINSAW OPERATORS
SAFETY COURSE
Course Overview

This two day course is developed and presented
to facilitate compliance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act [Section 25
(2) (a)]. The course provides participants with the knowledge and the basic skills
to sharpen, maintain and operate a chainsaw competently; they will know how
to fell and limb timber under a variety of conditions; they will be able to identify
and deal appropriately with hazardous situations. The course consists of the
following 6 modules:


Module 1: Protect Self and Others



Module 2: Work in Safe Environment



Module 3: Plan Organize and
Prepare Job Site

Who Should Attend: This course is
designed for all public works
employees and contractors who
operate chainsaws/chippers as part of
their regular maintenance activities.



Module 4: Maintain Chainsaw
and Related Felling Equipment



Module 5: Fell Trees



Module 6: (optional) Chipper.

Learning Objectives: By the end of
the course participants will have the
knowledge and basic skills to:


Sharpen, maintain and operate a
chainsaw competently
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Fell and limb timber under a
variety of conditions
Identify and deal appropriately
with hazardous situations.

Group Size
 Maximum course load is 12 trainees




CSA approved class B hard hat



PPS equipment



Felling wedge and depth gauge



Proper size round file for chain
sharpening



Minimum course load is 8 to 10
trainees

Chainsaw combination tool (wrench
and screw driver)



Each trainee must participate in both
training days

Cleaning brush (old tooth brush
or nail brush)



Proper fuel mix and chain oil

- Day 1: theory
- Day 2: practical
Participant’s Required Materials:
Each trainee will require the following
personal protective equipment and
supplies for both training days:


A chainsaw with chain brake



CSA approved workboots



Chainsaw safety pants or chaps
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Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Greg Pfaff
(Greg Pfaff Educational Service).
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COMMON CORE
FOR MUNICIPAL PIT/
QUARRY WORKERS
AND SURFACE
MINERS
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Course Overview

All Heavy Equipment Operators and Truck Drivers
who extract materials from a quarry or a sand pit are required by law to be
trained. The Mining Act covers this provincial regulation. For this reason, the
operator is defined as a Surface Miner

What is the Surface Miner
Program?


Programs #500100 and #770210 are
governed and enforced under the
Mining and Mining Plants Regulations
(Ontario Regulation 854) of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act.
As such training and demonstration
of skills outlined in these Training
Standards must be in compliance
with the relevant mining regulations.

Who Should Attend: All production
employees, working full and part-time,
in a Surface Mining operation, must be
trained in the Surface Miner Common
Core and the Specialty modules for
machines they will operate.

Common Core Module
This one-day classroom training seminar
covers the required areas of Safety in
the Work Environment by examining
and participating in workshops on the
Basis of Safety for being at Work in a
Surface Mine or at a Sand and Gravel
Pit. Also included is a review of Regulation 854 of the Occupational Health and
Safety Act. Lock-Out-Tag-Out and Hand
and Power tool safety is also covered.
Learning Objectives #500100:


U6320 Work Safely in the Municipal
pit and quarry Environment



U6321 Lock out and Tag Mobile or
Portable Equipment and Stored Energy



U6322 Operate Hand Tools

Learning Objectives #770210:


U5030 Work Safely in the Job
Environment



U5031 Perform General Lock Out
and Tag on Prime Movers and Other
Related Equipment



U5032 Operate Hand and Power Tools
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Specialty Modules:


The Common Core modules must
be completed by workers within
the first twelve months of their
employment and must be completed
before training can begin for any
Specialty Module.

Learning Objectives #500100:


U6323 Operate Hydraulic Excavator



U6324 Operate Bulldozer



U6325 Operate Grader



U6326 Operate Front End Loader



U6327 Operate Tractor Loader
Backhoe

Learning Objectives #770210:


U5042 Operate Production
Haulage Truck



U5034 Operate Hydraulic Excavator



U5036 Operate Bulldozer



U5038 Operate Grader



U5039 Operate Front End Loader



U5035 Operate Skid Steer

Evaluation/Documentation: One
accreditation is available in the
Municipal Pit and Quarry Worker
program: A Certificate of
Achievement (C of A). To be eligible
for the C of A, the worker must
complete the Common Core Module
plus all 5 or 6 Specialty Modules.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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CONFINED SPACE
AWARENESS/ENTRY
Course Overview

This training course covers the definition of a confined
space and the applicable regulations. Topics covered vary depending on whether staff
are entering confined spaces or working around them and may include:


Changes to the OHSA regulations,
including the definitions of a
“Confined Space”



Hazards of a confined space,
and assessment

Who Should Attend: This is designed
for all workers who may have to work
in or around confined spaces and
those in charge of workers entering
confined space.
Learning Objectives: Upon completion
of this program the participant will
be able to:


Recognize confined spaces in
the work place



Describe major hazards of
confined spaces



Identify controls required for
confined space entry.



Employer programs for
confined space



Planning for confined space entry



Training and entry permits



PPE and rescue equipment.

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: This course
is presented by Ground Force
Training Inc. and affiliated
companies.
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CVOR
FACILITY
AUDIT
Course Overview
The audit will consist of a review of records and documents pertaining to:


Log Books / Time Records (for at
least the past 2-3 weeks)



Pre-Trip Inspection Reports (for some
or all vehicles, depending on how
many are available up to the past 6
months)

Objectives: A facility audit will:


Ensure all policies are in place that an
auditor will be looking for



Ensure maintenance records are
complete



Ensure driver log books and
inspection reports are complete and
comply with the appropriate
regulations



Identify areas where training may be
needed



Ensure C.V.O.R. and driver abstracts
are accurate and identify areas that
require training or disciplinary action
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Maintenance Files (for some or all
vehicles, depending on how many are
available for the past 24 months)



Road Test Reports



Load Security



License Records

Who Would Benefit: Any organization
with a CVOR fleet.
Evaluation/Documentation: A detailed
report with recommendations.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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FALL
PROTECTION
Course Overview Falls are a major cause of workplace injuries
and deaths. The proper use of fall protection equipment could prevent
these injuries and fatalities, however workers often fail to use fall protection
equipment at all – or use it incorrectly. This one-day workshop has been developed
for participants who have little to no working knowledge of working from heights,
though it may also be used as a refresher course for more experienced workers.
Participants must complete both theory and practical components of training in
order to receive a certificate of completion.

Who Should Attend: Student
operators and/or any person(s)
responsible for Working at Heights
as part of their job.

Classroom Topics


The legislative requirements
(Government Regulations and CSA
Standards)



The duties and responsibilities of all
workplace stakeholders



When and why fall protection and
related equipment is required



Methods used in fall protection and
fall prevention



Harness donning and doffing
procedures



Proficiency in harness ‘Fit Testing’



How to install a rope grab on a
horizontal and vertical lifeline



Proficiency in proper tie-off
techniques



How to use a beam strap to create a
secure anchor point

legislations and standards; when fall
protection is required; Components
of a personal fall arrest system and
safety walk around checklist; how to
perform a hazard assessment;
rescue/escape planning; types of
fall protection equipment; how to
properly inspect, put on and adjust
a harness.
Evaluation/Documentation: A theory
exam and/or a practical exam
(using equipment) will be used to
thoroughly evaluate the student.
For due diligence purposes, the
organization/municipality will
receive a certificate of completion
for each participant who completes
the program.
About the Facilitator: This course
is presented by Ground Force
Training Inc. and affiliated
companies.

Learning Objectives: With successful
completion of the training the trainee
will know: applicable safety
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FUEL HANDLING
SAFETY

Course Overview

A person who employs another person as an
attendant of a facility or as a driver of a highway tank or mobile refueling
tank shall take every reasonable precaution to ensure that the attendant or driver
complies with Ontario Regulation 217/01, under the Technical Standards and
Safety Act, and the Liquid Fuels Handling Code, S. 6.7.1 and shall:


ensure that every employee at the facility or vehicle driver is trained

- in the use of all equipment; and
- to take action in the event of a spill or leak of product or any emergency; and


maintain a record of the training for as long as the employee is working at the facility.

The Code affects all municipal workers handling or dispensing fuel and supervisors
of yards and marinas where fuel is stored and dispensed.

Learning Objectives: Upon the
successful completion of this safety
training program, participants will have
acquired the safety knowledge of:


Legislative requirements



Responsibilities of workplace parties



Terminology of the fuels handling
industry



Safe fuels handling practices and use
of personal protective equipment



Recognition of unsafe practices at
the fuel pumps



Inspection of exterior and interior
of pump and dispenser



Emergency response procedures



Procedures for spills or leaks.

Who Should Attend: Under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act,
it is the employer’s responsibility to
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“Take every precaution necessary
under the circumstances to protect
the health and safety of a worker.”
This program has been developed
for all workers and vehicle drivers
who refuel equipment at the
municipal years, marinas or at
other remote jobsites.
Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice) or oral exam
(by instructor). A certificate of
completion is provided for each
successful participant.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc. and affiliated
companies.
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HEAVY
EQUIPMENT
AWARENESS
Course Overview

This half-day classroom course provides the
fundamentals of safety for staff working around heavy / mobile equipment.

Topics Covered


General Safety



Safety Practices
3 points of contact
Personal Protective Equipment
Warning Symbols
Refueling/Fire Safety
Pinch Points
Riders
Hand Signals
Attachments
Backing
Working around mobile equipment



Hydraulics



Visibility & Blind Spots



Working around stationary and
portable equipment



Following company emergency
procedures

Who Should Attend: Any staff who
will be on a worksite near heavy
equipment or working around
such equipment.
NOTE: This course is not intended for
equipment operators, any individual
who will be operating a piece of
equipment should receive operator
training for that equipment.
Evaluation/Documentation: Each
successful participant will be provided
with a certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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HOURS OF
SERVICE
Course Overview The Hours of Service training program is a
half-day (approx. 4 hours) classroom course for the student operator at a
venue within the municipality/organization.

Classroom Topics




- Regulations Across Canada
- Responsibility of Operators and




The Rules



Rules for a Driver’s Day

-

Definition of a Day
Driving Time Maximum
On Duty Time Maximum
Off Duty Time Maximum
• Shift Rules

- Driving Time
- On Duty Time
- Elapsed Time
Cycles

- Mandatory 24 Hours Off Duty in 14

Record Keeping

- Driver
- Operator








Duty Status Time

- Four Categories
- Exceptions



Rule)?

- Daily Log Contents
- Timesheet Conditions
- Timesheet Contents

Drivers
Application

- Who Must Comply?
- Which Regulation Must You Follow?
- Who is Exempt?

Daily Logs/Timesheets

- Time Used
- Daily Log or Timesheets (160 km

Introduction

Inspectors and Out of Service
Declarations

- Director
- Inspectors
- Out of Service Declarations
Who Should Attend: Drivers of
CVOR vehicles.
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (by instructor). For due diligence
purposes, the organization/
municipality will receive a copy of
the original test results, an operator
training summary and a certificate
of completion for each student.

Days

- Cycle Choice & Cycle Resetting
- Changing Cycles


Extensions

- Deferral of Off Duty Time
- Adverse Driving Conditions
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About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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HOUSEHOLD
HAZARDOUS
WASTE (HHW)
OPERATIONS
Course Overview The objective of the course is to provide
information to household hazardous waste operating staff on proper
operating practices and safety. Students will learn how to handle a wide range of
household hazardous waste efficiently and safely, along with the basics of a well laid
out site and operational procedures.

Topics Covered


Role of HHW in a Waste Management
System



Overview of HHW Operator roles,
responsibilities, and requirements



Customer Service



The Chemistry of HHW



Receiving HHW -Handling
Requirements & Packaging



Health & Safety and Emergency
Response Measures



Waste Classifications, Identification,
and Storage



Site Security and Organization



Importance of Record Keeping and
Documentation



HHW Site Design and Traffic Flow



Regulations

Who Should Attend: Those who are
involved in the planning, operation
and supervision of HHW programs
Check the SWANA Ontario website
(www.SWANAOntario.org) for
training dates and locations..
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered by the Ontario
Chapter of the Solid Waste
Association of North America
(SWANA).
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INDUSTRIAL
INSPECTION
SERVICE
Course Overview

A former Ministry of Labour inspector will conduct
a proactive inspection of your workplace using the same approach and methods
used by the MOL. They will ask the same questions, conduct the same audit and
behave as though they have the same authority as conferred to inspectors with the
MOL. They will provide a narrative as they progress through the inspection or
provide a rationale for the inspection methodology. Employers and operators can
ask questions about why specific questions were asked or why the inspection was
taken in a certain direction.

Objectives: An Industrial Inspection
Experience will:

INDEX



Ensure all industry regulations are
maintained.



Review the repercussions that can
come with failing to comply with
ministry standards.



Identify problem areas where
improved compliance may be
needed.



Ensure documentation and records
maintenance is accurate and identify
concerns that the MOL may have.
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Who Would Benefit: Any workplace
falling under Industrial MOL
Regulations (or those who don’t
directly fall under Construction
Regulations).
Evaluation/Documentation: A narrative
report which will detail the inspector’s
findings and provide guidance where
contraventions are identified.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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LANDFILL
OPERATIONS
BASICS

Course Overview

Through interactive classroom exercises,
discussions, and case studies, the course reviews up-to-date basic landfill
operations processes and how they relate to one another, increasing effectiveness
and safety on the job.

Upon completion of this course,
participants should understand:


The role of the sanitary landfill as a
component of an integrated solid
waste management system



Key functions and associated
processes within landfill operations



The basics of landfill gas and leachate
management and groundwater
monitoring



Essentials of equipment selection, cell
construction and litter management



The fundamentals of accident
prevention



Understanding of the applicable
regulations governing the operations
of a landfill site



The role of the gate attendant and
scale house operations



Importance of equipment
maintenance



How to treat hard to handle wastes



Methods of litter control

Who Should Attend: Landfill owners,
operators, managers, supervisors/
foremen, scalehouse operators,
equipment operators, spotters,
laborers and other employees
responsible for daily landfill
operation.


Check the SWANA Ontario website
(www.SWANAOntario.org) for
training dates and locations.

The course is set up as a two-day
training session but can be condensed
as a one day and available as on-site
training. Contact the Ontario Chapter
of SWANA to arrange training for your
group. office@swanaontario.org
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by the
Ontario Chapter of the Solid
Waste Association of North
America (SWANA).
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LOCKOUT
TAGOUT
(LOTO)

Course Overview

From time to time, the need will arise to perform
maintenance, repairs, cleaning, inspection, or refitting of industrial equipment,
machinery, and fixtures. Over the past few decades, hundreds of equipment operators
have suffered fatal injuries while performing this type of work. The most common
mechanisms of injury were being caught in or between parts of equipment,
electrocution, and being struck by or against objects. Most of these accidents can
be avoided by providing proper training, and implementing proper lockout/tagout
procedures at your facility. We can provide you with training on general lockout/
tagout procedures, or we can custom design this program to suit your specific needs.
Note: Each student must have their own equipment (1:1 ratio; student/
equipment). This will ensure adequate practical skill development.

Who Should Attend: Anyone who
works with electrical equipment
and machinery that will need to be
locked out to perform a cleaning,
inspection etc.
Learning Objectives: After completing
this health and safety training
session, participants will have
acquired the safety knowledge of:


What is a lockout/tagout procedure
(why, when and where they must
be used)



Lockout/tagout accident causes



Additional safeguards that must
be put in place to ensure safety



The proper procedure for restarting
work/re-energizing equipment



Legislative requirements



Roles and responsibilities of
employers, supervisors and workers.
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The importance of pre-shift
inspections and their role in
preventing accidents and costly
equipment repairs



The proper use of a written checklist.

Safety Program Methodology:
This health and safety training session
is hands-on and interactive and is
available in both English and French.
Through group discussions, case
studies and one-on-one instruction,
each participant will be able to put into
practice what they have learned in this
health and safety training session.
Where applicable, practical training
will also be completed.
About the Facilitator: This
course is presented by Ground Force
Training Inc. and affiliated companies.
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PARAMEDIC
DEFENSIVE
TACTICS
Course Overview

This one (1) day training program teaches
paramedics to identify conflict, maintain distance and apply techniques
to safely escape harm, thereby minimizing workplace violence and instilling
confidence. With a mix of both classroom and practical components, this course
was developed in consultation with paramedic services, conservation authorities
and joint health and safety committees across North America. With more than
fifteen years’ experience, our defensive tactics instructor understands the unique
circumstances and threats that first responders face.

Classroom Topics


Sources of Conflict



Safety Standards and Practices



Tactical Communication



Criminal Code Protection of Self from
Assault

Practical/Hands-on Topics


Techniques to Avoid Assault



Creating Windows to Escape

Learning Objectives: Upon completion
of this training program, participants
will:


Better understand the risks that first
responders face



Identify threats to personal health
and safety



Avoid workplace assault with
confidence



Create windows to escape harm

Who Should Attend: Paramedics
belonging to municipal or private
services.
Evaluation/Documentation: Each
successful participant will be
provided with a course certificate and
the employer will receive a written
operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.
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PROPANE AND
CONSTRUCTION
PROPANE
HANDLING
Course Overview

There are many dangers associated with propane
and anyone who works with propane should be aware of these hazards and how
to avoid them. Ontario regulations under the Energy Act require that anyone who
handles propane fuelled equipment must be the holder of a propane handling
certificate. Both health and safety training sessions are hands-on and interactive
(e.g. group discussions, case studies, one-on-one instruction).

Propane Handling



Proper inspection of formwork

Learning Objectives: After completing
this training session participants will
have acquired the safety knowledge of:



Propane appliances—igniting/
activating



PPE requirements



Legislative requirements



Propane characteristics



How propane cylinders work



Propane handling and storage



Personal protective equipment
(PPE) requirements



Emergency response to propane
related injuries

Construction Propane Handling
Learning Objectives: After completing
this training participants will have
acquired the safety knowledge of:


Construction Propane Legislation.



Hazards and worksite safety
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Who Should Attend: All persons who,
as part of the duties of their position,
handle propane and propane
fuelled equipment.
Evaluation /Documentation: Theory
test (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor) and/or practical
test (on equipment). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc. and affiliated
companies.
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TRAFFIC
CONTROL AND
PROTECTION
BOOK 7

Course Overview

This one day course is an introduction to the
basic principles of temporary work zone traffic control for those who install,
maintain and remove traffic control devices. The following topics are thoroughly
covered:


Introduction to traffic control



Use of traffic control plans



Manuals and standards



Installation and removal procedures



Fundamental principles



Flagging operations



Components of a temporary traffic
control zone



Making adjustments



Special considerations



Review/Examination.



Traffic control devices



Building the system

Who Should Attend: This course
is designed for all public works
employees and contractors who
install, maintain and remove traffic
control devices during construction
or maintenance activities.
Learning Objectives: To apply
workable concepts, techniques
and practices in the installation
and maintenance of traffic control
devices. This course will teach the
underlying principles of temporary
traffic control as detailed in Ontario
Traffic Manual Book 7.
By the end of the course participants
will be able to:


Understand the fundamental
principles of temporary traffic control



Develop appropriate system and
traffic control plans



Recognize and implement measures
to create safer work zones.

The one-day classroom course can
be supplemented with a half-day
practical session. A half-day refresher
is also available for those who have
previously completed the full-day
course. Note: Minimum and maximum
class sizes may apply.
Evaluation/Documentation:
Theory exam (multiple choice)
and/or oral exam (by instructor).
Each successful participant will
be provided with a certificate of
completion and a wallet card.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by D.C.F. &
Associates Compliance Inc.
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TRANSPORTATION
OF DANGEROUS
GOODS
(TDG) COURSE

Course Overview
This 4 hour course is designed to
train participants in their responsibilities
under the law applicable to the safe
handling, storing and transporting
the nine classes of dangerous goods.
Participants are provided with an
overview of the Dangerous Goods Act/
Regulations and their application.
Topics covered include:

Who Should Attend: Personnel
administering, handling, storing,
and transporting dangerous goods.
Learning Objectives: The successful
completion of this course will
enable you to:


Understand TDG responsibilities



Recognize shipping names,
documents



Deal with accidental releases/
emergencies.



Responsibilities of shipper,
handler, carrier



Shipping names, UN documents



Safety marks, containers



Dealing with accidental releases/
emergencies



Applicable regulations/schedules.

sample Dangerous Goods and
Shipping Documents Lists, Special
Provisions Sample List.
Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

Materials Provided: Certificate of
Training/wallet card, TDG handbook,
Competency Check document,
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TRENCHING
SAFETY

Course Overview

The 1/2 day (approx. 4 hours) Trenching
Safety course helps employers and employees comply with the OSHA
standards by determining what type of working hazards exist, how to correct them
and the responsibilities of the competent person. The importance of using the right
protective systems during excavation work is also covered.

Classroom Topics



The following topics are thoroughly
covered:

Identify common soil type (strength
and stability)



Recognize common causes of and
protection against cave-ins



Recognize other hazards and
safeguards



Set up appropriate emergency
procedures.



Soil types



Causes of cave-ins



Protection against cave-ins



Other hazards and safeguards



Emergency procedures



Excavation safety



ORCGA best practices



Shoring vs. sloping

Who Should Attend: Any person
responsible for operating or
supervising backhoe/excavator
or trenching operations.
Learning Objectives: Upon successful
completion, participants will be able to:


Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam. Each successful participant will
be provided with a course certificate
and the employer will receive a
written operator training summary.
About the Facilitator: Developed
and delivered to you by Ground
Force Training Inc.

Know and understand the legislation
governing excavations (O. Reg. 213/91)
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WHMIS
WORKPLACE
HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS
INFORMATION
SYSTEM 1.5
Course Overview The Workplace Hazardous Materials Information
System, known as WHMIS, came into effect in Ontario in 1988. It sets out certain
duties and obligations for suppliers, employers and workers on the safe use, storage,
disposal and transportation of all hazardous materials being used in the workplace.
Under WHMIS Regulations, employers are obligated to educate all their workers on
the potential dangers involved with these hazardous products and train them on the
necessary steps they should take to protect themselves. Acute or chronic exposure
to some chemicals can cause a long-term occupational illness or even death.

Classroom Topics


An introduction to WHMIS

Learning Objectives: This training
will enable individuals to:



Understanding the supplier’s role





Employer’s obligations under WHMIS

Understand and correctly state their
responsibilities under WHMIS



Your duties as a worker under WHMIS





Store and transport hazardous
materials safely

Match 8 WHMIS symbols to the
associated hazardous material



Identify the sections of the MSDS
that specifies how to handle the
hazardous material
Identify various types of WHMIS labels



Protect yourself and your
environment



The role of Ministry of Labour





How to develop an effective in-house
WHMIS program



Introduction to the Material Safety
Data Sheet System (MSDS)



How to maintain an MSDS System

Evaluation/Documentation: Theory
exam (multiple choice) and/or oral
exam (by instructor). Each successful
participant will be provided with a
certificate of completion.

Who Should Attend: All persons
exposed to a controlled product.
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This course is presented by
Ground Force Training Inc. and
affiliated companies.
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WORKING
AT HEIGHTS
Course Overview

As of April 1, 2015, (O. Reg. 297/13; Occupational Health
and Safety Awareness and Training Regulation) employers must ensure that certain
workers complete a working at heights training program that has been approved by
the Chief Prevention Officer and delivered by an approved training provider before
they can work at heights. This training program is a one-day course for the student
operator and/or any person(s) responsible for Working at Heights as part of their job.
There is a classroom component as well as a hands-on component to the training.

Who Should Attend: Workers on
construction projects who use
any of the following methods of fall
protection: travel restraint systems,
fall restricting systems, fall arrest
systems, safety nets and work belts
or safety belts.

Classroom Topics


The legislative requirements
(Government Regulations, CSA
Standards and Manufacturers’
Guidelines and Principles)



The duties and responsibilities of all
workplace stakeholders



The hazards of working at heights



Methods of fall protection and fall
prevention



Warning methods and physical
barriers



Ladder safety and working from
scaffolding



The requirements for the formulation
and implementation of a rescue plan



Proficiency in harness ‘Fit Testing’



How to install a rope grab on a
horizontal and vertical lifeline



Proficiency in proper tie-off
techniques



How to use a beam strap to create a
secure anchor point

Learning Objectives: With successful
completion of the training, the
trainee will know the governing rules
and regulations; the responsibilities
of the worker, supervisor and
employer; the various types of
devices available and their use;
how to inspect and use harnesses,
lanyards and anchors and
understand rescue plans.
Evaluation/Documentation: A theory
exam and/or a practical exam (using
equipment) will be used to thoroughly
evaluate the student. For due diligence
purposes, the organization/
municipality will receive a certificate
of completion for each participant
who completes the program.
About the Facilitator: This course
is presented by Ground Force
Training Inc. and affiliated
companies.
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REGISTRATION
INFORMATION
How do I register?
Registration forms are available on
the AORS website (www.aors.on.ca)
as soon as the course, method of
delivery, and location details are
confirmed. As well, we will be
notifying you and/or your
municipality directly by email
on a regular basis (with a link
through to the AORS website)
as soon as we have complete
course information.

Where are the courses
being held?
We’ll bring the training to you!
Just give us a call and we’ll organize
the training in your municipality or
within a convenient driving distance
for you and/or your staff.
Alternatively, there are numerous
online training options available.
AORS can accommodate most
requests to deliver in-person
classroom modules via web-based
formats.

To book an AORS
training seminar
contact:

Association of Ontario
Road Supervisors
268 Maiden Lane
Suite 206
PO Box 2669
St. Marys, ON
N4X 1A4
Office: (226) 661-2002
Fax: (226) 661-2003

Dennis O’Neil CRS-S
Member Services Coordinator
Cell: (519) 405.0062
dennisoneil@aors.on.ca
OR
Michelle Poirier
Support Services Coordinator
Cell: (613) 583-4024
michellepoirier@aors.on.ca
www.aors.on.ca

Note: Unless otherwise specified, the client(s) and/or their
employees are responsible for their own food and refreshments.
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HOW MUCH DO
THE COURSES COST?
REDUCED REGISTRATION FEE
FOR AORS MEMBERS!



TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PROTECTION BOOK 7
CHAINSAW OPERATORS SAFETY COURSE



AORS MEMBER



NON-MEMBER

$100/HALF DAY + HST
$170/DAY + HST
$120/HALF DAY + HST
$195/DAY + HST
Minimum class size may apply. Group Pricing Available.



PUBLIC WORKS LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM (PWLDP)



AORS MEMBER

$575/MODULE PLUS HST



NON-MEMBER

$595/MODULE PLUS HST

We would be pleased to provide a cost-effective, customized quotation for
all of the programs not listed above.

Do I get a refund if I cancel?
If written cancellation is received:





at least 20 working days in advance of course date—100% refund
(less $50.00 administration fee);
between 10-19 working days in advance—50% refund;
less than 10 working days in advance—No refund.

If payment has not been received at time of cancellation, an invoice will be issued for the
appropriate amount as costs will have already been incurred. If circumstances prevent a
previously registered person from attending a course, substitutions are permitted up to and
on the day of the event. Substitutions are subject to a $50.00 administration fee.

Association of
Ontario Road
Supervisors

2022

JUNE 1-2, 2022
SADLON ARENA
BARRIE, ONTARIO

P R O U D LY H O S T E D B Y

